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Responsibility knows
no boundaries

2
3

Acting with Responsibility
Prof. Dr. Martin Winterkorn and Bernd Osterloh discuss the contribution
made by Volkswagen Group to sustainable development.
The Volkswagen Group operates more than 90 pro

Find out more about our road traffic education

duction facilities in 18 European countries and eight

project “The Seventh Sense” in China, about the

countries in America, Asia, Africa and Australia.

voluntary social engagement of our workforce in

More than half a million people now contribute to

Pacheco/Argentina and the sports and educational

the Group’s success. Can any other business enter

activities in South Africa and Brazil under the motto

prise make similar claim to having globality and di

“A chance to play”. Take the time to read about the

versity as its own attributes?

green factories recently constructed in Pune/India
and in Chattanooga/Tennessee in the USA. Learn

As the Group grows, so does its responsibility – to

achieve this should first look at our products, then see

more about the Green Fleet programme organised

offer good and safe places of work; to ensure train

how we procure and produce, and thirdly at the efforts

jointly by Volkswagen Leasing and German nature

ing and opportunities for the next generation; for

with which we, as upstanding corporate citizens, seek

conservation federation NABU, as well as details of

education, science and culture; for a society in

to promote and further develop cooperative struc

the fantastic planting project in Popocatepetl, close

which every single person can develop their talents

tures with and within our social environment.

to our Puebla plant in Mexico.

This is why Volkswagen does not choose its partner

The list of outstanding projects and initiatives is

As an enterprise driven by value, Volkswagen has al

ships and projects indiscriminately, but rather ac

long. It demonstrates that at Volkswagen, CSR is

ways sought to achieve a balance with its stakeholders.

cording to whether they match our mobility activi

more than a reaction to external pressures and ex

The granting of equal status to the aspects of revenue

ties or are situated close to a site and are beneficial

pectations, but instead has long been an in-house

and employment is one of the unwritten principles of

to people - both inside our factories and beyond the

initiative that has evolved into a force in its own

our corporate constitution. And will remain so.

factory gates.

right for better competitiveness as well as technical

and above all: for an intact environment.

Imprint

and socio-ecological innovation. It is definitely no
Acting responsibly has always been part of our cor

This brochure is intended to illustrate that CSR is

coincidence that Volkswagen is achieving business

Publisher: Volkswagen Group, Global Government Affairs

porate culture. We understand social responsibility

practised far beyond our home market of Germa

success at a time in which the principle of responsi

Letterbox 011/18820, 38436 Wolfsburg, Germany, Tel. +49 (0)5361 9-0, Fax +49 (0)5361 9-20654

as being the ability to harmonise our business activi

ny - in all markets and regions within the world of

bility towards both people and the environment has

Responsible in the sense of the German press law: Stephan Grühsem, General Representative

ties with the long-term goals of (a global) society. Any

Volkswagen in a fashion adjusted to meet and re

gained validity in business enterprises across the

and Head of Group Communications, External Relations and Investor Relations

one wishing to check whether and to what extent we

flect local needs and resources.

globe – find out for yourself!

Yours sincerely,

Yours sincerely,

Prof. Dr. Martin Winterkorn

Bernd Osterloh

Chief Executive Officer,
Volkswagen Group

Chairman of the Global and Group
Works Council, Volkswagen Group

Project leadership: Dr. Thomas Steg, General Representative and Head of Global Government Affairs
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CSR and Sustainability
at Volkswagen Group

but limited interpretation of CSR), with the mod

	express the diversity within the Group as well as

ern vision of responsibility and sustainability. This

the social environment within which the pro

framework reflects the challenges of the 21st century,

jects take place,

in particular those of resource conservation and

	originate from an intense stakeholder dialogue

climateprotection as well as intra- and inter-gener

with local players, those actively involved in

ational fair play.
Responsibility and sustainability are two sides of the
CSR – because sustainability demands that econom

This is how the Volkswagen Group supports a broad

ic, ecological and social dimensions are in balance.

spectrum of projects which foster social develop
ment, culture and education whilst serving the needs

A global presence: Dr. Thomas Steg, Volkswagen Group Head of Global Government Affairs (1st row, middle)
welcomes the international CSR Management Team at the annual Group Meeting in Wolfsburg

As far as Volkswagen Group is concerned, bearing

able structural developments at our sites as sources

this kind of corporate engagement that helps peo

its social responsibility has long been at the heart of

of economic and social stimulus and opportunities

ple help themselves; it is credible because it is ongo

our corporate culture. The 1970s, for example, saw

for stakeholders.

ing and transparent. Long before CSR evolved into

the establishment at our sites in Brazil of a corpo

a strategic aspect of corporate policy, Volkswagen’s

rate foundation to promote education and health in

social engagement was always associated with the

goals. These foundations now look back over many

A tradition of global CSR
engagement

successful years.

responsibility of the units active at that location.

same coin in the contemporary understanding of

The many and diverse CSR projects initiated and

of regional structural development, health promo

organised by the Volkswagen Group on a global

tion, sport and the conservation of nature. A process

scale must all satisfy a number of key and common

of lively internal exchange through and via the world-

guidelines, in that they

wide CSR projects helps trigger a multitude of inter

	are in accordance with the Group’s principles

nal learning processes. In effect, CSR becomes a plat

while addressing specific local or regional issues,

nity Trust was founded in South Africa with similar

project realisation, and
	project management takes place locally and is the

From Wolfsburg to Uitenhage and from Sydney to Puebla:
Volkswagen Group aims to be a good neighbour. International
CSR management is the key.

those regions. A few short years later, the Commu

Volkswagen in sustainability 
rankings and indexes

goal of marrying enlightened entrepreneurial selfinterest with philanthropic motives.
It is this corporate culture which allows the

Enterprises can only develop successfully within a

VolkswagenGroup to integrate traditional entrepre

These two exemplary Volkswagen Group projects

prosperous environment. Education and health are

neurial business values with a modern understand

typify the philosophy and fundamental beliefs of

prerequisites for qualified and productive employ

ing of responsibility and sustainability. As a glob

our social commitment. There are two core ele

ees; a good scientific infrastructure offers better

ally active enterprise, we have integrated the sound

ments at work here: 1) Continuity, not superficial

preconditions for a company’s competitiveness and

tradition of accepting responsibility, in the sense of

following of fashion. 2) Working to create sustain

innovation; culture and nature attract talent. It is

helping those in need (charity being a traditional

form for learning within the corporate body.

The decisions taken by players on the financial
markets are based not only on economic figures
but also increasingly on information provided by
companies about their CSR and sustainability profiles. CSR and sustainability achievements are now
taken by analysts and investors as indicators of
forward-looking corporate management. Sustainability ratings are well suited to mapping a company’s achievements in the dimensions of ecology,
society and economy. Achieving top marks in the
sustainability ratings and indexes acts as a significant signal function for stakeholders and also
helps make a company more attractive as an employer while further raising the level of intra-corporate motivation. In 2011 Volkswagen was once
again able to consolidate its leading position in the
car industry in the more important international
ratings and indexes. Volkswagen is, for example,
one of only three car manufacturers listed in the
Dow Jones Sustainability World Index. Volkswagen
achieved top values in the assessments produced
for Dow Jones by SAM, a Swiss asset management
organisation, in particular with respect to environmental management and employment development as well as in the fields of risk management,
social engagement and stakeholder relations.

Reading key
1
3

2

4
1.	SYDNEY = Location
5
of highlighted project,
geographic coordinates
2.	Sydney = Domicile of Volkswagen Australia
and Audi Australia
3.	Volkswagen Australia and Audi Australia =
companies involved in the projects presented
on this 2-page spread
4.	Sites = Plants or offices of all companies and
brands in the country
5.	Employees/deliveries = As of 2011, all details
without MAN SE, Scania AB and Porsche AG
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dney – AUSTRALIA 33° 51' S, 151° 12' E | NAGOYA – JAPAN 35° 10' N, 136° 55' E | SHANGHAI – CHINA 31° 14' N, 121° 29' E | PUNE – India 18° 31' N, 73° 51' E | NETANJA – ISRAEL 32° 20' N, 34° 51' E | GEBZE – TURKEY 40° 48' N, 29° 26' E | KALUGA – RUSSIA 54° 32' N, 36° 16' E | STOCKHOLM – SWEDEN 59° 20' N, 18° 03' E | GYÖR – HUNGARY 47° 41' N, 17° 38' E |
BRATISLAVA – SLOVAKIA 48° 09' N, 17° 09' E | Poznań– POLAND 52° 24' N, 16° 55' E | MladÁ Boleslav – Czech Republic 50° 25' N, 14° 54' E | BOLOGNA – ITALY 44° 30' N, 11° 21' E | THEIKENMEER – GERMANY NORTH 52° 50' N, 7° 37' E | Ingolstadt – GERMANY SOUTH 48° 45' N, 11° 25' E | BARCELONA – SPAIN 41° 24' N, 02° 10' E | CREWE – GREAT BRITAIN 53°
| JOHANNESBURG – SOUTH AFRICA 26° 12' s, 28° 04' E | ANDÉRAMBOUKANE – Mali 15° 25' N, 03° 01' E | ANTARTICA 71° 57' S, 23° 21' E | ANCHIETA – BRAZIL 23° 41' S,
4' N, 02° 27' w | | PALMELA – PORTUGAL 38° 34' N, 08° 54' w | ADDIS ABEBA – ETHIOPIA 09° 01' N, 38° 45' E |

Sydney – Australia 33° 51' S, 151° 12' e

6° 32' W | PACHECO – ARGENTINA 32° 57' S, 60° 40' E | BONAIRE – LESSER ANTILLES 12° 11' N, 68° 16' E | MORROCOY PARK – VENEZUELA 10° 51' N, 68° 18' W | Chattanooga – USA east 35° 02' N, 85° 18' W | PUEBLA – MEXICO 19° 03' N, 98° 13' W | PALO ALTO – USA West 37° 26' N, 122° 08' W | Sydney – AUSTRALIA 33° 51' S, 151° 12' E | NAGOYA – JAPAN 35°
’ N, 136° 55' E | SHANGHAI – CHINA 31° 14' N, 121° 29' E | PUNE – India 18° 31' N, 73° 51' E | NETANJA – ISRAEL 32° 20' N, 34° 51' E | GEBZE – TURKEY 40° 48' N, 29° 26' E | KALUGA – RUSSIA 54° 32' N, 36° 16' E | STOCKHOLM – SWEDEN 59° 20' N, 18° 03' | GYÖR – HUNGARY 47° 41' N, 17° 38' E | BRATISLAVA – SLOVAKIA 48° 09' N, 17° 09' E | Poznań – POLAND
° 24' N, 16° 55' E | MladÁ Boleslav – Czech Republic 50° 25' N, 14° 54' E | BOLOGNA – ITALY 44° 30' N, 11° 21' E | THEIKENMEER – GERMANY NORTH 52° 50' N, 7° 37' E | Ingolstadt – GERMANY SOUTH 48° 45' N, 11° 25' E | BARCELONA – SPAIN 41° 24' N, 02° 10' E | CREWE – GREAT BRITAIN 53° 04' N, 02° 27' w | PALMELA – PORTUGAL 38° 34' N, 08° 54' w

Australia
Sydney

Volkswagen Group Australia
Audi Australia
potentialsavings of driving style, Campbell elabo

Participants were able to cut consumption by an im

rates. Relaxed driving at a constant speed, a suffi

pressive 19 per cent. The seminar has now reached

cient distance to the car in front, giving room to coast

the practical training phase. Campbell takes the pas

instead of braking. “That can all help cut consump

senger seat of a Golf equipped with “Modern Drive”

tion by up to 25 per cent. Something you’ll notice in

instrumentation. All participants now have the

your wallet,” he reflects.

chance of putting the fuel saving theory into practice.

Location:
Employees:
Deliveries:

Sydney
less than 500*
62,906*

The workshop concludes with a detailed
analysis. Campbell’s assistant projects

Participants were able to cut
consumption by an impressive
19 per cent

a series of slides on the screen showing
the data measured by the instrument
for each of the students, before and after

Sydney Harbour Bridge

training. The professionals get lots of sur
prised looks – the savings are often im

Efficient driving needs to be learned. Volkswagen Australia is promoting fuel saving training courses

Mr Campbell
and low viscosity oils
Volkswagen sells more than just cars in Australia – the company also
advises corporate accounts on helping the climate and how to look after
their money, under the tagline: Drive clever, save fuel.

L

So far, Volkswagen Group Australia has introduced

pressive. The participants were able to cut consump

almost 1,000 drivers to the subject of fuel saving.

tion this time by an average of 19 per cent. “Not bad

Jack Campbell knows that most participants are

for the first time,” says Campbell. His former student

sceptical at first, and adds: “But once they actually

Smith has now left the slow moving traffic of Sydney

experience just how high the potential savings are

behind and can park his Golf in the multi-storey car

without taking any longer to cover the same distance,

park. He was surprised the first time too. “Because it’s

they are enthusiastic. The idea of the training is not

not as if I’ve been driving carefully just to save money.

only to focus on the financial upside for the custom

Everyone can do their bit for the environment. This is

er, even if that is a significant attraction for many,”

my personal contribution.”

20 persons. Mr Campbell is here on Volkswagen’s

points out Campbell. “It is really all about practical

behalf. His mission: saving fuel.

resourceconservation, after all a Golf covering an an
nual mileage of 18,000 kilometres will have around

The programme that Jack Campbell is trying to get

800 kg fewer CO2 emissions if the driver takes our

across to his listeners has proven itself many times

tips to heart,” says the Volkswagen expert.

1

over at numerous Volkswagen training sessions
throughout Europe. The intention is to make it fla
vour of the month amongst Australian corporate

2

customers. The first thing for all those attending the

3

workshop is to simply drive as usual, with a trainer
as observer.

ike most mornings, Ryan Smith is sitting in his

slowly eases and the Australian moves off, leaving

are now coming to grips with the theory. “You should

Golf Variant in one of Sydney’s traffic jams. Just

a large gap to the car in front. “That was something

regularly check the tyre pressures of your car,” em

else the trainer told me about,” he says.

phasises the experienced fuel saving coach. “Even a

his house in the county of Sutherland and his office

Volkswagen Group of Australia HQ has an extremely small carbon footprint. Motion detectors
control lighting so that no power is wasted. Waste
is separated and recycled. Each room has green
plants to improve the climate. The list of measures is long. Success and further development is
monitored by an environment committee created
specifically for that purpose.

HeLP for breast cancer charity

Campbell’s students have already done that bit. They

normal, everyday madness; somewhere between

Green HQ

difference of 0.2 bar off the ideal pressure can mean

in the city centre. Nothing’s moving. Ryan switches

The trainer is actually Jack Campbell; a friendly,

one per cent more fuel consumption,” “use low

off the engine. He points at the car in front. “I used

easy going chap in his mid-forties, who can, how

viscosity oils,” “avoid any unnecessary ballast and

to leave my motor running. I didn’t know any better

ever, be very stubborn when things get busy. He’s

roof racks,” are just a few more of his many gems

until my trainer taught me different.” The gridlock

speaking in a conference room to an audience of

of advice. But they all shrink in comparison to the

4

1 Theory: before hitting the road,
experienced trainers give fuel saving tips
2 Practice: after the theory it’s time to
apply lessons learned
3 Analysis: coaches analyse the fuel data
after each trip
4 Success: 1,000 customers have already
attended fuel saving sessions in Australia

In the fight against breast cancer, the Wonders of
the World are illuminated in pink every October.
One example being the Sydney Opera House, seen
here behind HMS Queen Victoria in February 2010.
The National Breast Cancer Foundation (NBCF), initiator of the campaign, has been sponsored since
2003 by Audi Australia. Together with many Australian dealers, Audi sponsors the breast cancer
foundation by providing vehicles for the shuttle
service at the annual Charity and Donation Gala.
*Without MAN SE and Scania AB (this note applies to all countries
presented in this brochure), deliveries refer to 2011
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dney – AUSTRALIA 33° 51' S, 151° 12' E | NAGOYA – JAPAN 35° 10' N, 136° 55' E | SHANGHAI – CHINA 31° 14' N, 121° 29' E | PUNE – India 18° 31' N, 73° 51' E | NETANJA – ISRAEL 32° 20' N, 34° 51' E | GEBZE – TURKEY 40° 48' N, 29° 26' E | KALUGA – RUSSIA 54° 32' N, 36° 16' E | STOCKHOLM – SWEDEN 59° 20' N, 18° 03' E | GYÖR – HUNGARY 47° 41' N, 17° 38' E
BRATISLAVA – SLOVAKIA 48° 09' N, 17° 09' E | Poznań – POLAND 52° 24' N, 16° 55' E | MladÁ Boleslav – Czech Republic 50° 25' N, 14° 54' E | BOLOGNA – ITALY 44° 30' N, 11° 21' E | THEIKENMEER – GERMANY NORTH 52° 50' N, 7° 37' E | Ingolstadt – GERMANY SOUTH 48° 45' N, 11° 25' E | BARCELONA – SPAIN 41° 24' N, 02° 10' E | CREWE – GREAT
| JOHANNESBURG – SOUTH AFRICA 26° 12' s, 28° 04' E | ANDÉRAMBOUKANE – Mali 15° 25' N, 03° 01' E | ANTARTICA 71° 57' S, 23° 21' E | ANCHIETA – BRAZIL 23°
BRITAIN 53° 04' N, 02° 27' w | | PALMELA – PORTUGAL 38° 34' N, 08° 54' w | ADDIS ABEBA – ETHIOPIA 09° 01' N, 38° 45' E |

Nagoya – Japan 35° 10' N, 136° 55' e

' S, 46° 32' W | PACHECO – ARGENTINA 32° 57' S, 60° 40' E | BONAIRE – LESSER ANTILLES 12° 11' N, 68° 16' E | MORROCOY PARK – VENEZUELA 10° 51' N, 68° 18' W | Chattanooga – USA east 35° 02' N, 85° 18' W | PUEBLA – MEXICO 19° 03' N, 98° 13' W | PALO ALTO – USA West 37° 26' N, 122° 08' W | Sydney – AUSTRALIA 33° 51' S, 151° 12' E | NAGOYA – JAPAN
° 10’ N, 136° 55' E | SHANGHAI – CHINA 31° 14' N, 121° 29' E | PUNE – India 18° 31' N, 73° 51' E | NETANJA – ISRAEL 32° 20' N, 34° 51' E | GEBZE – TURKEY 40° 48' N, 29° 26' E | KALUGA – RUSSIA 54° 32' N, 36° 16' E | STOCKHOLM – SWEDEN 59° 20' N, 18° 03' | GYÖR – HUNGARY 47° 41' N, 17° 38' E | BRATISLAVA – SLOVAKIA 48° 09' N, 17° 09' E | Poznań – POLAND
° 24' N, 16° 55' E | MladÁ Boleslav – Czech Republic 50° 25' N, 14° 54' E | BOLOGNA – ITALY 44° 30' N, 11° 21' E | THEIKENMEER – GERMANY NORTH 52° 50' N, 7° 37' E | Ingolstadt – GERMANY SOUTH 48° 45' N, 11° 25' E | BARCELONA – SPAIN 41° 24' N, 02° 10' E | CREWE – GREAT BRITAIN 53° 04' N, 02° 27' w | PALMELA – PORTUGAL 38° 34' N, 08° 54' w

japan

10

Volkswagen Group
Japan K.K.

11

Tokio

Active for diversity

1

2

Location:
Employees:
Deliveries:

Japan took on the presidency of the Convention on Biological Diversity and organised the Tenth meeting
of the Conference of the Parties to the Convention in Nagoya. Volkswagen took part at Nagoya. Of greater
significance: the Group is evolving biodiversity management - in Japan and everywhere.

T

he Convention on Biological Diversity is now

been participating from the start and has now taken

sity into their activities. “They also use the initiative

20 years old – it was one outcome of the legend

on a proactive role.

as a platform for education and dialogue and fulfil

ary Rio Conference of 1992. Since its conception,

their role model by publishing best practices,” says

the Convention has, however, been biding its time as

Günter Damme, biodiversity manager. In co-oper

a toothless tiger – its objectives were simply too vague.
Over the years, the realisation has gradually come

Protection of species
declared as corporate goal

about that the business community must also be

Tokyo at the foot of Mount Fuji

3

ation with the Leuphana University of Lüneburg,

1 Even the youngest guests were enthralled by the
initiative’s interactive display in Nagoya

the initiative has also drafted a management hand

2 Following COP 9 in Bonn, Volkswagen was also
active at COP 10 in Nagoya

book that is much sought after world-wide. On top
of this, an exhibition spotlighting the economic im

brought on board and accept responsibility. The

The member organisations – above all major en

portance of nature protection travelled through Ja

“Biodiversity in Good Company” initiative is a re

terprises from Brazil, Japan and Germany – under

pan and Germany in two stages before being shown

sponse to that understanding. Volkswagen has

take not only to integrate the protection of biodiver

at COP 10 in Nagoya.
Volkswagen is a step ahead of the rest: as early as

3 Volkswagen is active in Japan, helping to protect
polar bears

for Biodiversity actor Edward Norton holding the In

Volkswagen Group Japan is further engaged in the

ternational Year of Biodiversity T-shirt.

protection of nature and species. The company spon

2007 it integrated the protection of nature and spe

sors Polar Bears International, a non-profit organisa

cies in the canon of its corporate goals. In the inter

Amongst the many and diverse nature and species

tion which is researching how polar bears live in or

im, not only have clear responsibilities been speci

protection projects in the vicinity of its sites world-

der to prevent their extinction.

fied, the subject is now included in environmental

wide, there are a some based directly on the car man

action plans and discussed at regional conferences.

ufacturer’s business model. These include in par

Unlike climate change, the consequences of which can

A number of sites have also already prepared de

ticular the Green Fleet programme of Volkswagen

already be felt, the threat represented by decreasing bi

tailed reports documenting those species requiring

Leasing (see also Germany - North, p. 34). The corpo

odiversity is only slowly penetrating our consciousness.

protection in their areas together with the emission

ration’s beacon projects include:

“This is why Volkswagen has always been prepared to

values of the factories,” assures Damme.

	Renaturalising the Aller River in south-east

co-operate as partner to politics and NGOs intending

Lower Saxony,

Well dressed in the cause of biodiversity: UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon and “Goodwill Ambassador
for Biodiversity” actor Edward Norton holding the International Year of Biodiversity T-shirt

Tokio
less than 500
71,729

to sensitise the general public to this subject,” explains

More than that: via a B2B platform, suppliers are

	sponsoring the “Welcome Wolf” initiative of

Dr. Thomas Steg, Volkswagen Group General Repre

also being educated on the requirements set by

NABU, Germany’s largest nature protection

sentative for External Relations and Government Re

Volkswagen AG for contemporary biodiversity man

organisation,

lations. In the run-up to COP 9, Volkswagen AG CEO

agement. Concurrently the corporation is system

	research sponsorship; “Por amor al planeta”

Prof. Dr. Martin Winterkorn was personally active in

atically expanding its knowledge in collaboration

(For the love of the planet) and rainwater

the “Nature alliance” organised by the German gov

with competent partners – in Germany with NABU

infiltration/greening of the mountainous

ernment. Since COP 9 in Bonn, Volkswagenhas been

in particular – and publishes regular reports.

Izta-Popo region of Mexico and,

a regular at international climate and species confer

	various reforestation projects, such as

ences. As at Nagoya two years later, Volkswagen was

Well dressed in the cause of biodiversity: UN Secre

at Alcaraz in Spain or along the lower

also present at Rio+20 2012 to provide information

tary General Ban Ki-moon and Goodwill Ambassador

Mississippi in the US State of Louisiana.

about its sustainable environmental engagement.

Cultural sponsoring
The National Museum of Nature and Science in
Tokyo is one of the world’s most renowned nature museums. In 2010 it provided the ideal setting for the much applauded special exhibition
Big Mammals of the Earth. Volkswagen joined
museum educationalists and WWF Japan as coinitiator of the exhibition, which developed into
a true crowd-puller, counting 400,000 visitors. It
was Volkswagen Group Japan’s declared goal to
demonstrate to visitors and employees the need
for the conservation of biodiversity against the
backdrop of the UN COP-10 biodiversity conference held in Nagoya in 2010.

Disaster aid
In 2011 Group brands Volkswagen and Audi donated
each one million Euros as humanitarian aid to the
victims of the earthquake and tsunami disaster in
Japan. Simultaneously, the Group Works Council organised a large-scale fund raising campaign among
the workforce. The German Red Cross was a partner
in delivering aid for this disaster. At Europe’s Number
One car manufacturer spontaneous aid in times of
international crisis and disasters has a long tradition.

corporate social responsibility | volkswagen GROUP
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“Safety belts on, and please don’t
force the cyclists off the road!”
The rapid switch from the bicycle to the car is a problem for China. More than 90,000 road deaths per
year are an excessively high tribute being paid for the new car-based mobility. In response, Volkswagen
has resurrected one of Germany’s most successful traffic TV education series, “The Seventh Sense”, and is
currently producing the fourth season of the Chinese version, “Drive Safely, Drive the Volkswagen Way”.

A

1

The Great Wall

man advisors and above all the traffic experts from

come to China, avoid the road.” Ever since the

the company could play its part in improving road

Tongji University and Jilin University are making

country dropped bicycles in favour of cars, the roads

safety. He finally remembered the days of his youth

their expertise available. Interviews with psycholo

have become a lot more dangerous. “So many road

and a series called “The Seventh Sense”, watched at

gists, case studies and reconstructions of ac

1 At Tongji University Shanghai, road accidents are investigated in detail with Volkswagen

deaths every day speak for themselves,” says Ernst

the time by 96 per cent of the German population.

cident situations are an effective way of

2 The Chinese episodes of “seventh sense” are also very popular on the internet

hai. In the hands of the uninitiated, a car really can

In the meantime, the fourth season of “Drive Safely,

nese TV celebrities are also donating

turn into a lethal weapon. “In the world 7.5 per cent

Drive the Volkswagen Way” – the Chinese version of

their time to this good cause.

of all traffic deaths today are on Chinese roads,”

“The Seventh Sense” - is in the can; a total of 40 epi

points out Volkswagen engineer Glas.

sodes. And these Volkswagen spots have evolved into

The programmes are focused generally on

a genuine TV sensation, reflecting the massive thirst

basic highway rules and regulations: Why is

amongst many Chinese people for elementary knowl

it so important to wear a safety belt, what

edge about how to behave on the road.

one should do after an accident,

Accident research
Volkswagen is engaged jointly with Tongji University in accident research. Working in close cooperation with the authorities, the team (made
up of members from car development, medicine
and psychology) carefully examine accident sites
to collect trace evidence for evaluation. The focus
of research is on road safety and driver behaviour.
The results are input into the further development
of systems for active safety, such as ABS and ESP.
The training programme “Volkswagen Experience”
is already teaching people in China how to master
dangerous situations on the road.

why cars should not be over
Like the German original, the series builds

loaded, and even: why

on close co-operation with scientists: Ger

one needs to give

3 One of 3,650 Touran taxis during World Exposition 2010 in Shanghai

extra consideration to the most vulnerable road

repeatedly invites its staff members to visit the

users. After starting broadcasting in 2008, the se

film locations. Organising TV castings amongst the

ries is now mainly transmitted by TV stations in

sons and daughters of staff is a way of recruiting

the densely populated (cars and people) areas of

child-actors – creating happy family occasions to

China’s east and in the metropolises of Beijing,

further boost interest in the subject. Internal com

Shanghai, Guanzhou and Dalian. Ten TV stations

munications also make all efforts to improve the

and 30 websites are partners in assuring high lev

road traffic know-how of employees – like organis

els of dissemination.

ing a “Family day for the road safety of children”.

The fourth season, focusing in particular on the

Road safety education is organised by Volkswagen

safety of children, has used new social media to gain

in China not only by way of TV spots. In fact, driv

even more dynamic coverage than its predecessors:

ing instructors acting on behalf of Volkswagen

there are no less than 550 microblogs. A competi

offercustomers driver safety training sessions –

tion for the best logo was arranged to coincide with

an initiative suggested by local dealerships. “Ever

the start of the new episodes. Volkswagen dealer

since Volkswagen arrived in China to do business,

ships also distributed more than 300,000 DVDs

we have always sought not only to build outstand

containing instalments with titles such as “Road

ing cars with our partners but to also accept our

safety for mothers” or “A car is no playground”.

responsibility for society. We want to make our
contribution towards China’s sustainable develop

Traditions and modernity – more and more Chinese are swapping their
bikes for cars: Volkswagen is doing its best to keep the roads safe

Volkswagen Group China
Shanghai Volkswagen
Automotive Company

3

Ernst and his team thought long and hard about how

getting serious messages across. Chi

china

Companies and brands:	FAW-Volkswagen
Automotive Company
Production sites:	Shanghai, Changzhou,
Nanjing, Changchun,
Chengdu, Dalian
Employees:
45,511
Products: 	cars, components,
motors
Deliveries:
2,258,614

n old Chinese proverb says, “Wanderer, if you

Glas, head of vehicle safety at Volkswagen Shang

Shanghai

In order to convey the message of the campaign to

ment,” says Dr. Zhang Suixin, Volkswagen China

its own workforce, Volkswagen Group China also

Group Vice-president.

CSR Award
Volkswagen’s social engagement has received
the Chinese government’s highest accolade. In
2009 the leading car manufacturer in the People’s Republic was awarded the title of “Most
Responsible Company” in Beijing’s prestigious
Great Hall of the People. The award, sponsored
jointly by China Newsweek and the Chinese Red
Cross, is one of the highest honours which can be
bestowed on a company for achievements in sustainable development.

code of conduct
Sustainable economic success can only be assured by complying with elementary rules and
standards. Volkswagen’s Code of Conduct is an
unequivocal declaration that it will seek to combat wage dumping, respect legal stipulations
and, specifically in low wage countries, ensure
fair wages for its employees. In terms of wages
and occupational safety, Volkswagen is a shining
role model in China.

corporate social responsibility | volkswagen GROUP
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Pune
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Volkswagen India
Škoda Auto India

A Volkswagen seminar
in the “Oxford of the East”

Production sites:

Pune, Pithampur,
Aurangabad
Employees:
5045
Products: 	cars, motors,
components
Deliveries:
111,637

India is one of the mobility markets of the future and Volkswagen aspires to take the lead there.
VolkswagenIndia Academy was established specifically not only to secure employees with top
qualificationsbut also to set a shining example of sustainable regional development.

P

une symbolises which is best in India. The

the city. The capacity to manufacture 110,000 cars

qualified employees. Finding them in a country

university city in the west of Maharashtra

annually will help move Volkswagen into a top posi

like India, which is still developing, is not that easy.

tion on the Indian market.

In recognition of this, Volkswagen India adopted

state is referred to as the “Oxford of the East”. Until
very recently, the city itself was poorly developed

Whether a brand new Volkswagen Polo originates

Germany, turning a need into a virtue. The result is

centre. Volkswagen played its part in this devel

from Pamplona, Anchieta or Pune: you should not

the establishment of Volkswagen India Academy, a

opment by building its 61 manufacturing facility

notice any difference in quality, wherever you are

pioneering vocational academy on the Indian sub

there. Volkswagen has invested euro 580 million in

in the world. That is why Pune needs 2,500 highly

continent. Situated directly adjacent to the Pune

Art sponsorship

A temple
in Pune

the dual education model successfully practised in

economically. Today it is booming left, right and
st

1

Volkswagen India Academy inauguration attended by
Prof. Dr. Martin Winterkorn and David McAllister

1 To mark the plant opening, an ambulance for Maharashtra
2 Volkswagen donates a school bus to a Children’s Village
3 Production celebration on the factory floor with former
German president Dr. Horst Köhler
4 The Pune plant has been operating since 2009 – with a

plant, built in 2009, the academy has a number of

and Volkswagen AG CEO Prof. Dr. Martin Winter

educational goals.

korn. “Volkswagen is creating secure livelihoods

production capacity of up to 110,000 cars per annum
3

Kandinsky, Beuys, Immendorf and Rauch are all
globally established artists. But what about Lavanya, Harsha and Jagannath? The latter three are
contemporary Indian artists. They all participated
in the Škoda Award for Modern Indian Art, one of
the sub-continent’s most prestigious art competitions. Everything is allowed: sculptures, photography, drawings. The creative works of the finalists were then showcased for two months in an
exhibition. Škoda’s aim is to help India’s lively and
highly expressive art scene to its international
breakthrough.

15

for many Indian families and is investing not only in
A primary task is helping young persons gain quali

halls and machines, but also – and more importantly

fications; they receive knowledge drawn from ve

– in heads and minds,” explained McAllister, adding

hicle and production technologies plus a training

that vocational training represents much more than

course in accordance with Volkswagen standards.

mere qualifications for trainees, it is above all an in

In the academy’s state-of-the-art seminar rooms

vestment in the country’s development.

Health protection
The metropolis of Pune, where Volkswagen has a
new production plant, was the epicentre of the
H1N1 pandemic in 2009 on the Indian subcontinent. In order to prevent this perfidious virus claiming new victims in the city, Volkswagen India is engaged in an exemplary vaccination campaign. This
includes setting up a vaccination camp at the Zilla
Parishad school in Nigoje. 1,500 school children
have already been immunised against the virus.
The children are also given free hygiene courses.

experienced coaches also provide further educa

2

4

tion courses to the permanent staff at Pune and Au

Group CEO Prof. Dr. Martin Winterkorn emphasised

rangabad. The academy is also responsible for the

the academy’s importance: “We do not differentiate

further training of external service personnel as

between established home markets and emerging

well as dealerships for all Volkswagen Group brands

growth regions. The same thing applies everywhere:

present in the country. The aspiration is absolutely

top products can only be manufactured with top

clear: Volkswagen intends to be a top employer in

teams.” Volkswagen is introducing not only new jobs

India. A fact underlined at the inauguration of this

but also first class training and education to this loca

showpiece project in autumn 2010 by the presence

tion, he continued. “This strengthens the company,

of Lower Saxony prime minister David McAllister

the employees and the region at the same time.”
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Volkswagen Group

From a Youth Village
near Tel Aviv to Hesse
for final training

Centre of Tel Aviv

The Hadassah-Neurim Youth Village helps Israeli and Arab youths
qualify as car mechanics to high German standards. Volkswagen
supports this project and also the region.

T

he fate of people like Danny is shared by

received in Hadassah-Neurim, for which he was

many in the Hadassah-Neurim Youth Vil

registered by his grandparents, which stopped

lage, 80 kilometres north of Tel Aviv. Danny was

him going off the rails. The Youth Village gives kids

displaced from the former Soviet Union after his

with no future a chance, irrespective of whether

parents were persecuted for their religious beliefs

they are of Arab or Israeli descent: at the same time

and died. His grandparents in Netanja gave him a

it contributes towards reconciliation and interna

receive a certificate based on the German Master

home, but quickly realised school was the wrong

tional understanding.

Craftsmen’s Diploma, issued by the State Techni

place for their grandchild. It was the training he
Hadassah-Neurim is home to 200 young adults –
a community run by the legendary Youth Aliyah,

cal College of the Automotive Industry, Hesse. The

That’s the way to do it:
Practical session with
German trainer

programme is co-funded by Volkswagen.

the organisation created by Jewish resistance

1

The concept is very well received in the Israeli car
industry. Whether it is the Car Mechanics’ Guild,
fighter Recha Freier on the day the National Social

genders. “It’s true that many girls are enthusias

our trainees go to Frankfurt/Main to finish their

ministries or the military, potential employers

ists assumed power in Germany. The Aliyah saved

tic about working on cars,” explains Kobi Avital, in

training,” reports Avital. The programme involves

stand in line to welcome the qualified graduates of

the lives of thousands of Jewish children by help

charge of car mechanic training. “Our goal is to give

German car workshop experts travelling to Hadas

Hadassah-Neurim. “Helping these children is my

2 For the final touches the youngsters travel to Germany

ing them emigrate. Youth Aliyah is now the largest

all juveniles job prospects. Many of our children

3 Enough of work: there has to be enough time for play

Israeli children’s relief organisation. It has an ex

only realise in the workshop that they are capable of

cellent reputation for its achievements both in the

something and that they have talent.”

1 Group picture with trainer: after completing their

training, the young people are much sought-after
specialists in Israel

after school and training
2

3

field of integration of new immigrants as well as in
helping socially deprived children.

A co-operation of the Youth Village with the State
Technical College of the Automotive Industry in

way of doing something for our com

The joys of changing oil and
measuring axles are definitely
popular amongst both genders

munity,” says Avital about his work.
He himself was given a second chance
in the Youth Village; now he can do the
same for other children.

Danny and the other youngsters in Hadassah-Neu

Hesse has created the opportunity for trainees

rim enjoy school and vocational training, living in

to assimilate an even broader-based knowledge

sah-Neurim before the trainees themselves gain

grabbed his chance. After successfully passing the

family-like groups. Car mechanics is one of the most

of cars in Germany. Trainer Avital, who himself

practical experience in the state of Hesse. After

theory part, he will soon be off to Germany together

popular courses, not only amongst the boys. The

trained as a car mechanic in Hadassah-Neurim,

completing year 14 at school, they sit an additional

with his Arab and Israeli fellow students. When he

joys of changing oil, measuring axles and checking

is proud of this new achievement. “In our training

theoretical exam in Israel. Once the traineeship

returns, he can be sure of a job as a mechanic and

suspensions are definitely popular amongst both

workshops we can only provide basic knowledge,

has been successfully concluded, the young adults

of a promising future.

Danny, the boy with the difficult past,

corporate social responsibility | volkswagen GROUP
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Gebze – Turkey 40° 48' N, 29° 26' e

' S, 46° 32' W | PACHECO – ARGENTINA 32° 57' S, 60° 40' E | BONAIRE – LESSER ANTILLES 12° 11' N, 68° 16' E | MORROCOY PARK – VENEZUELA 10° 51' N, 68° 18' W | Chattanooga – USA east 35° 02' N, 85° 18' W | PUEBLA – MEXICO 19° 03' N, 98° 13' W | PALO ALTO – USA West 37° 26' N, 122° 08' W | Sydney – AUSTRALIA 33° 51' S, 151° 12' E | NAGOYA – JAPAN
° 10’ N, 136° 55' E | SHANGHAI – CHINA 31° 14' N, 121° 29' E | PUNE – India 18° 31' N, 73° 51' E | NETANJA – ISRAEL 32° 20' N, 34° 51' E | GEBZE – TURKEY 40° 48' N, 29° 26' E | KALUGA – RUSSIA 54° 32' N, 36° 16' E | STOCKHOLM – SWEDEN 59° 20' N, 18° 03' | GYÖR – HUNGARY 47° 41' N, 17° 38' E | BRATISLAVA – SLOVAKIA 48° 09' N, 17° 09' E | Poznań – POLAND
° 24' N, 16° 55' E | MladÁ Boleslav – Czech Republic 50° 25' N, 14° 54' E | BOLOGNA – ITALY 44° 30' N, 11° 21' E | THEIKENMEER – GERMANY NORTH 52° 50' N, 7° 37' E | Ingolstadt – GERMANY SOUTH 48° 45' N, 11° 25' E | BARCELONA – SPAIN 41° 24' N, 02° 10' E | CREWE – GREAT BRITAIN 53° 04' N, 02° 27' w | PALMELA – PORTUGAL 38° 34' N, 08° 54' w

Turkey
Doğu Otomotiv

“Kırmızı Işıkta Dur –
Stop on red, boys!
At music festivals
and on car registration
plates: Doğuş Otomotiv
uses all available
channels to communi
cate about road safety.
“Traffic is life” is the
message to Turkish car
drivers. Bear in mind that
in Turkey, every second
child involved in a car
accident ultimately dies.

Doğus˛ Otomotiv is participating in a nationwide campaign
under the patronage of President Abdullah Gül

organises rap festivals and concerts to promote

safety seat. In truth, the whole thing is really simple:

the use of safety belts and warn against the perils

children on the rear seat are demonstrably better pro

of driving too fast.

tected in an accident,” is how Bebekoglu explains the

Companies and brands:
Production sites:
Employees:
Products:
Deliveries:

MAN SE
Ankara, Gebze
approx. 1700
busses
107, 899

background of the poster campaign.
The Volkswagen importer tries to get its message
across to Turkish men and women using fairly un

“That’s why the picture is of a child properly strapped

conventional means, as Mr Bebekoglu knows: “The

on the backseat, actually using a child safety seat. It’s

slogan ‘Traffic is life’ can, for example, be seen on

the best possible protection.”

View of the Bosporus

car registration plates and is a permanent part of our
external communications. Of course, we also refer

Young pedestrians, who do not like waiting at a red

to our safety campaign in our classic Volkswagen ad

light, are also a target group of Doğuş Otomotiv.

vertising. This also raises the awareness factor.” The

The central slogan of this educational campaign is:

Volkswagen importer was also asked to give advice

“Kırmızı Işıkta Dur” which in English means “Stop

and support during the preparation of the official

on red, boys!”

Highway Code by the General Directorate for Safety.
The high traffic fatality figures are also a matter of
After things got rolling, and inspired by “Traffic is

great concern for President Abdullah Gül. He joined

life”, Doğuş Otomotiv went on to develop a wide

Doğuş Otomotiv and other companies in initiating

range of additional life-saving activities. Like a poster

a nation-wide campaign known as “Trafikte Dikkat

campaign called “Arka Koltuk

On Bin Hayat”, “Road safety saves

Benim”. Which loosely translated

10,000 lives”. In this campaign,

means “The backseat is mine”.

2

Doğuş Otomotiv is not only sponsor

“In our experience many children

ing large posters to sensitise those

sit in the front, but not in a child

travelling on motorways, it is also
involved in establishing a national
road safety platform, a kind of round
table, at which the country’s leading

1

Aftersales learning

experts will sit down and seek politi

school partnerships
The fascination of car building is fostered by
Volkswagen’s Turkish importer in many training establishments around the country. No less
than 94 young people are being trained in the
Volkswagen laboratory at the DiDIi vocational
school, 54 more at the Samandira vocational
school. Doğus˛ Otomotiv is also encouraging the
next generation to do its utmost in the “International Young Mechanic Competition”.

IdeaS management

cal solutions. Solutions which can

K
Many customers are not aware of the many
things Volkswagen does for driver and passenger
safety. Which is why Doğus˛ Otomotiv has turned
the waiting rooms at some of its service centres
into laboratories. The exhibitions quickly demonstrate that safety starts by only installing genuine components. Volkswagen drivers can find out
even more: all about the inner workings of an air
bag, how to properly strap a child into a car and
how to adjust a head rest properly.

save lives.
oray Bebekoglu peers out of his office window at

safety but above all help protect children. “Traffic

Doğuş Otomotiv HQ in the Turkish town of Ge

is life” is the tagline of a major awareness raising

bze. “The mortality rate for children in car accidents

campaign. “We are deliberately trying not to shock,

is three per cent in major industrialised countries,”

so we have a slogan which expresses that safe car

he says, pointing to a report on a bookshelf to the right

driving helps save lives and that car driving is itself

of his desk. “Here in Turkey, almost every second

part of life.”

3

child dies after being involved in a car accident. That is
an incredible figure.” And it has to change. Bebekoglu

Bebekoglu and his team have deliberately waived

was tasked with the job by Doğuş Otomotiv, Turkey’s

overly didactic messages or training. Instead, the

Volkswagen importer, and he has made it his mission.

Doğuş Otomotiv campaign tries to engage itself
and become involved with its young target group,

Since 2005, Doğuş has been telling Turkish car

which in Turkey is also involved in traffic accidents

drivers how they can increase not only their own

all too frequently. As an example, Doğuş Otomotiv

1 “Traffic is Life”: Doğus˛ draws
attention to the fight against accidents
2 Sober: Posters promote the
campaign against driving under
the influence
3 “The back seat is mine”: Doğus˛
is trying to improve the safety of
youngsters in particular

Any company is only as good as its employees. At
Doğus˛ Otomotiv this well-known saying is filled
with life. Every staff member can take part in the
“I’ve got an idea” suggestion scheme and not only
try to improve work processes but also make suggestions on the subject of occupational safety,
health and environmental protection.
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dney – AUSTRALIA 33° 51' S, 151° 12' E | NAGOYA – JAPAN 35° 10' N, 136° 55' E | SHANGHAI – CHINA 31° 14' N, 121° 29' E | PUNE – India 18° 31' N, 73° 51' E | NETANJA – ISRAEL 32° 20' N, 34° 51' E | GEBZE – TURKEY 40° 48' N, 29° 26' E | KALUGA – RUSSIA 54° 32' N, 36° 16' E | STOCKHOLM – SWEDEN 59° 20' N, 18° 03' E | GYÖR – HUNGARY 47° 41' N, 17° 38' E |
BRATISLAVA – SLOVAKIA 48° 09' N, 17° 09' E | Poznań– POLAND 52° 24' N, 16° 55' E | MladÁ Boleslav – Czech Republic 50° 25' N, 14° 54' E | BOLOGNA – ITALY 44° 30' N, 11° 21' E | THEIKENMEER – GERMANY NORTH 52° 50' N, 7° 37' E | Ingolstadt – GERMANY SOUTH 48° 45' N, 11° 25' E | BARCELONA – SPAIN 41° 24' N, 02° 10' E | CREWE – GREAT BRITAIN 53°
| JOHANNESBURG – SOUTH AFRICA 26° 12' s, 28° 04' E | ANDÉRAMBOUKANE – Mali 15° 25' N, 03° 01' E | ANTARTICA 71° 57' S, 23° 21' E | ANCHIETA – BRAZIL 23° 41' S, 46°
4' N, 02° 27' w | | PALMELA – PORTUGAL 38° 34' N, 08° 54' w | ADDIS ABEBA – ETHIOPIA 09° 01' N, 38° 45' E |

Kaluga – RUSSIA 54° 32' N, 36° 16' e

' W | PACHECO – ARGENTINA 32° 57' S, 60° 40' E | BONAIRE – LESSER ANTILLES 12° 11' N, 68° 16' E | MORROCOY PARK – VENEZUELA 10° 51' N, 68° 18' W | Chattanooga – USA east 35° 02' N, 85° 18' W | PUEBLA – MEXICO 19° 03' N, 98° 13' W | PALO ALTO – USA West 37° 26' N, 122° 08' W | Sydney – AUSTRALIA 33° 51' S, 151° 12' E | NAGOYA – JAPAN 35°
’ N, 136° 55' E | SHANGHAI – CHINA 31° 14' N, 121° 29' E | PUNE – India 18° 31' N, 73° 51' E | NETANJA – ISRAEL 32° 20' N, 34° 51' E | GEBZE – TURKEY 40° 48' N, 29° 26' E | KALUGA – RUSSIA 54° 32' N, 36° 16' E | STOCKHOLM – SWEDEN 59° 20' N, 18° 03' | GYÖR – HUNGARY 47° 41' N, 17° 38' E | BRATISLAVA – SLOVAKIA 48° 09' N, 17° 09' E | Poznań – POLAND
° 24' N, 16° 55' E | MladÁ Boleslav – Czech Republic 50° 25' N, 14° 54' E | BOLOGNA – ITALY 44° 30' N, 11° 21' E | THEIKENMEER – GERMANY NORTH 52° 50' N, 7° 37' E | Ingolstadt – GERMANY SOUTH 48° 45' N, 11° 25' E | BARCELONA – SPAIN 41° 24' N, 02° 10' E | CREWE – GREAT BRITAIN 53° 04' N, 02° 27' w | PALMELA – PORTUGAL 38° 34' N, 08° 54' w

Kaluga

Russia
Volkswagen Group Rus

Attaining world standards
with Mama’s help
Volkswagen brought the successful German model of dual vocational
training to Kaluga in Russia – and now stands pretty much alone.

R

ussia covers an area of 17 million km²,
making it the largest country in the world.

Stretching 9,000 kilometres from east to west, the

1

Production sites:
Kaluga
Employees:
5713
Products: 	cars, motors,
components
Deliveries:
94,812

2

Government building
in Kaluga
3

1 Sophisticated car production: young specialists in one
of Kaluga’s works halls

“Lord of the Rings” and the Beetles: Philip Darjes,
Olympic Project Manager for Volkswagen

2 German-Russian success story: cars have been rolling
off the production line in Kaluga since 2009
3 Welcome on board: Frank Poerschke, former director of

wish for mobility takes on a completely new dimen

personnel development at Volkswagen Group Rus, presents
Andrej Kosjulin with his trainee contract

sion. A car must seem like civilisation’s greatest

ic considerations: “The aim here is to help the region
and the city of Kaluga to further develop. Obviously it is
people who are in the foreground.”

gift. And it is understandable that more and more
The path chosen by Volkswagen is, however, by no

Russians want to own a car. A desire Volkswagen
is helping fulfil by way of its plant in Kaluga, situ

populate streets from St. Petersburg to Vladivostok,

director of personnel development at Volkswagen

means a matter of course. In fact, the training concept

ated 170 kilometres southwest of Moscow. Behind

lies the story of a unique investment in Russia. An

Group Russia. The first deployment in a department is

developed by Volkswagen Group Russia in conjunc

the cars, which leave the production line and now

investment in Russian employees.

scheduled after three months theory, says Poerschke.

tion with Volkswagen’s educational institute in Zwick

Even the selection procedure was very sophisticated,

au is without parallel. “Up until that day, there were

“Working here is an honour,” says Andrej Kosjulin.

according to Kosjulin. “First of all the college selected

no training programmes of this ilk. Neither in Kaluga

For this 17-year-old, who just a few days ago com

suitable candidates from the group of applicants, then

nor in Russia,” emphasises regional education min

pleted his school leaving certificate, wearing the

there was an intensive meeting in the company before

ister Anikeev. “The methodologies applied here are

white-grey works overall is still somewhat unfamil

I was allowed to present some samples of my work.

unique. We are happy that Volkswagen Group Russia

iar. And there he is, in the qualification centre, with

And now I’m here.” Since start of production at the

so intensively engaged with this training process.”

other young men of the same age standing to his left

plant, the Volkswagen Group has increased its market

“ENVIRONMENTAL Protection
and Acting with social responsibility need role models”
Philipp Darjes is German born and grew up the Philippines. Initially he was responsible for Volkswagen sponsoring at the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games. Volkswagen
Group Russia is again making use of his know-how in
the run-up to the 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi.
Mr Darjes, sustainability
and sport – are they compatible?
Not always, major sporting events can, however, act
as a stimulus far beyond the sport itself. In Beijing
the emission standards were raised in the run-up
to the games from Euro 3 to Euro 5 – and that was
achieved within two years. At the same time the
traffic volume was deliberately reduced. All of these
measures have continued after the games. London
2012 will also send out sustainability signals – with
electric cars and charging stations.

Has the subject of sustainability arrived at the IOC?
Cities which apply to host the Olympic Games and
don’t have a credible sustainability concept simply
have no chance. This is why the engagement of the
Sochi organisation committee was based on three pillars: infrastructure, environment and education.
The environment?
It would make no sense to demand that Russia play its environmental protection game at Champion’s League level.
That might quickly be misinterpreted as pedagogy. The
delicate shoots of sustainability would also be crushed.
Can sponsors actually be influential?
One can let one’s own actions be an example. That,

and right. There is a celebratory mood. Personnel

Kosjulin is called forward. Obviously nervous, the

director Jaroslav Holecek and the region’s minister

tall, lanky young man is given his papers. The cer

at least, is our approach as main sponsor. Environmental protection and socially-responsible activities require role models. Our road safety education
programme in China originated in the context of the
Beijing Games and continues to be extremely popular today. In addition one can promote and support
and help ensure that officials are given the chance
to learn from the mistakes of the past.

of education, Aleksander Anikeev, have both come

How is Volkswagen Group Russia
promoting and supporting?
For example in that as the official fleet operator at
the games we only operate fuel-efficient models or
in that we help train volunteers in matters of road
safety.

along. The high suit density gives the game away:
something unusual is going on.

Specialist in mechatronics
in two years

emony is over and Andrej shows his proud mother
where he will work in the years ahead. In the news
paper he’d read that Prof. Dr. Martin Winterkorn
opened the Kaluga plant in 2007 with the words: “At

The occasion for jubilation is the start of dual train

share in Russia to 7.2 per cent. Experts see Russia re

the latest on today’s date, we see ourselves also as

ing in Volkswagen’s main Russian factory, which

placing Germany as the most important European car

a Russian manufacturer.” Andrej says he was im

started production in 2007. “We qualify our trainees

market in 2015. By which time three million car sales

pressed by those words. The young generation is now

to become specialists in mechatronics over a two year

are expected. To achieve this goal one needs excellent

being given the chance to manufacture high-tech

period. The training takes place partly in the Kaluga

staff. Which is why the many and diverse investments

products in their home city and enjoy the benefits of

College of Information Technology and Administra

in training at Kaluga do, of course, also reflect the car

training, which distils all the experience gained by

tion and here in our factory, with an emphasis on the

maker’s deep-seated business interests. However,

a global group; that impresses people here, he says.

practical side,” explains Frank Poerschke, former

says Poerschke, efforts are not only based on econom

His mother nods in agreement.
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dney – AUSTRALIA 33° 51' S, 151° 12' E | NAGOYA – JAPAN 35° 10' N, 136° 55' E | SHANGHAI – CHINA 31° 14' N, 121° 29' E | PUNE – India 18° 31' N, 73° 51' E | NETANJA – ISRAEL 32° 20' N, 34° 51' E | GEBZE – TURKEY 40° 48' N, 29° 26' E | KALUGA – RUSSIA 54° 32' N, 36° 16' E | STOCKHOLM – SWEDEN 59° 20' N, 18° 03' E | GYÖR – HUNGARY 47° 41' N, 17° 38' E |

BRATISLAVA – SLOVAKIA 48° 09' N, 17° 09' E | Poznań– POLAND 52° 24' N, 16° 55' E | MladÁ Boleslav – Czech Republic 50° 25' N, 14° 54' E | BOLOGNA – ITALY 44° 30' N, 11° 21' E | THEIKENMEER – GERMANY NORTH 52° 50' N, 7° 37' E | Ingolstadt – GERMANY SOUTH 48° 45' N, 11° 25' E | BARCELONA – SPAIN 41° 24' N, 02° 10' E | CREWE – GREAT BRITAIN 53° 04' N,
| JOHANNESBURG – SOUTH AFRICA 26° 12' s, 28° 04' E | ANDÉRAMBOUKANE – Mali 15° 25' N, 03° 01' E | ANTARTICA 71° 57' S, 23° 21' E | ANCHIETA – BRAZIL 23° 41' S,
° 27' w | | PALMELA – PORTUGAL 38° 34' N, 08° 54' w | ADDIS ABEBA – ETHIOPIA 09° 01' N, 38° 45' E |

Stockholm – SWEDEN 59° 20' N, 18° 03' e

6° 32' W | PACHECO – ARGENTINA 32° 57' S, 60° 40' E | BONAIRE – LESSER ANTILLES 12° 11' N, 68° 16' E | MORROCOY PARK – VENEZUELA 10° 51' N, 68° 18' W | Chattanooga – USA east 35° 02' N, 85° 18' W | PUEBLA – MEXICO 19° 03' N, 98° 13' W | PALO ALTO – USA West 37° 26' N, 122° 08' W | Sydney – AUSTRALIA 33° 51' S, 151° 12' E | NAGOYA – JAPAN 35°
’ N, 136° 55' E | SHANGHAI – CHINA 31° 14' N, 121° 29' E | PUNE – India 18° 31' N, 73° 51' E | NETANJA – ISRAEL 32° 20' N, 34° 51' E | GEBZE – TURKEY 40° 48' N, 29° 26' E | KALUGA – RUSSIA 54° 32' N, 36° 16' E | STOCKHOLM – SWEDEN 59° 20' N, 18° 03' | GYÖR – HUNGARY 47° 41' N, 17° 38' E | BRATISLAVA – SLOVAKIA 48° 09' N, 17° 09' E | Poznań – POLAND
° 24' N, 16° 55' E | MladÁ Boleslav – Czech Republic 50° 25' N, 14° 54' E | BOLOGNA – ITALY 44° 30' N, 11° 21' E | THEIKENMEER – GERMANY NORTH 52° 50' N, 7° 37' E | Ingolstadt – GERMANY SOUTH 48° 45' N, 11° 25' E | BARCELONA – SPAIN 41° 24' N, 02° 10' E | CREWE – GREAT BRITAIN 53° 04' N, 02° 27' w | PALMELA – PORTUGAL 38° 34' N, 08° 54' w

SWEDEN
Södertälje

Volkswagen Sverige
Scania AB

Eco lessons with musical litter bins

Employees:
Products:
Deliveries:

Protecting the environment can also be fun. Volkswagen Sweden
created the Fun Theory - it turned into the most successful viral
internet campaign of all time. The upshot: escalators are out and
Lund climbs stairs again.

Bio fuels

Production sites:

1

2

Södertälje, 		
Oskarshamm, Lulea
approx. 35,000
busses, trucks,
components, motors
94,812

Stockholm old town

3

I
Ethanol is a clean fuel which can be handled and
produced safely. It has the potential to save up to
90 per cent of carbon emissions from the original
fuel through to the transmission at the wheels.
They’ve been aware of this for a long time at Scania
AB in Södertälje. The truck manufacturer has been
producing environmentally friendly diesel-ethanol
busses since 1989. The Omni series has been designed in its entirety for this technology: from the
double-decker to the articulated bus. The EU has directed that by 2020 ten per cent of the energy used
in the transport sector must derive from renewable resources. Ethanol and busses from Södertälje
will play a key role in reaching this target. By the
way, Stockholm public transport companies have
now been operating Scania ethanol busses in large
numbers for more than a decade.

take the Gröna linjen on the metro every day to

“It was just like any other day. I speed-read the busi

Vasastaden. It’s only about ten minutes from Bro

ness section of the Svenska Dagbladet. Then I got out

mmaplan,” says Lund Olafson. The insurance bro

at Odenplan.” From far away he could already hear

ker still smiles when he thinks back to the day when

the sounds of a piano and laughter, remembers Olaf

he changed from being an escalator rider to a stair

son. But on this July day, when he turned around the

stepper. He was filmed by a YouTube enthusiast and

corner and wanted to take the escalator up to street

became part of one of the most frequently viewed

level, he could hardly believe his eyes.

Trucker training

video films in the world.

Piano stairs: Who wants to take the escalator? The Fun Theory piano
keyboard steps in Stockholm’s Odenplan underground station

1 In Djugardenpark, a litter bin converted by
Fun Theory created a furore

“The stairs next to the escalator had turned into a

2 Scania AB production line at the parent
plant in Södertälje

piano keyboard, just like you know them, with black
and white keys,” remembers Olafson and laughs.

3 A musical bottle bank in Stockholm, created
by Fun Theory

“When I took the first step there was the sound of a
piano. Maybe low C? Next to me a lady climbed the
stairs quickly and I could hear a music scale. I saw
grown men playing like little kids, and no one was

Volkswagen’s sustainability label (for more informa

so that every time a banana skin or a plastic bag was

interested in the escalator anymore.”

tion visit: www.volkswagen.com/thinkblue).

thrown in, it sounded as if it was falling into a bot

Scania AB, one of Sweden’s traditional companies,
organises the world’s largest driving competition:
the Scania Driver Competition. Better known in
Europe as the Young European Truck Driver, it is cosponsored by the European Commission and the
International Road Transport Union (IRU). It focuses on cutting fuel consumption, raising awareness
for road safety and reducing the environmental
pollution caused by vehicles.

Saving fuel in realtime

tomless pit.
Lund Olafson had until that day not really given any

Fun Theory enjoys enormous popularity far beyond

thought to his contribution to environmental protec

Sweden’s borders. “17 million internet users have

Inhabitants of the Kungsholmen district had their at

tion. Until that day, the day the Fun Theory team con

watched the Fun Theory videos, for instance, like

tention drawn towards an environment problem in

verted the stairs at the Odenplan station into an XL

the one about the piano keyboard steps, and the

a funny way: a bottle bank which looked like a gam

piano keyboard.

level of interest is still high. I particularly like the

bling machine. The locals could insert their non-

idea that, thanks to our campaign, passers-by and

deposit bottles, which they might otherwise have

The idea behind Fun Theory, which started in 2009,

video users were all motivated to pay more atten

thrown into the bushes and sullied the urbanscape.

comes from Volkswagen Sweden and is quickly ex

tion to the environment. I think we have made a

The stream of games coming from VolkswagenSwe

plained: everyone can do something. “We wanted

genuine contribution, so that the idea of a sustain

den is still flowing. The most recent project plan: to

to playfully encourage people to help conserve the

able society is carried further,” Lakowitz says hap

set up a radar trap so that every car driver who com

environment,” says Katarina Lakowitz, Volkswagen

pily. And as if that weren’t enough: joggers in Stock

plies with the speed limit receives a gift.

Sweden marketing expert. “And we were obvi

holm’s Djurgarden park were pretty surprised one

ously also aware that we at Volkswagen had to do

day when children were seen tirelessly collecting

“I think it’s all great. By the way, my nephew thinks

that little bit more.” It was no coincidence that Fun

rubbish and putting it all into one particular bin.

I’m a genuine YouTube star,” says Lund Olafson

Theory was born in co-operation with ThinkBlue,

That bin had been tweaked by the Fun Theory team

when he leaves.

Scania AB is saving fuel and protecting the environment in real time. This is made possible by a
digital Eco-module, which gives drivers individual
tips and feedback on their driving. In combination
with the well proven Scania driver training programme, the system helps keep the vehicle moving as efficiently as possible.
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Györ

dney – AUSTRALIA 33° 51' S, 151° 12' E | NAGOYA – JAPAN 35° 10' N, 136° 55' E | SHANGHAI – CHINA 31° 14' N, 121° 29' E | PUNE – India 18° 31' N, 73° 51' E | NETANJA – ISRAEL 32° 20' N, 34° 51' E | GEBZE – TURKEY 40° 48' N, 29° 26' E | KALUGA – RUSSIA 54° 32' N, 36° 16' E | STOCKHOLM – SWEDEN 59° 20' N, 18° 03' E | GYÖR – HUNGARY 47° 41' N, 17° 38' E |
BRATISLAVA – SLOVAKIA 48° 09' N, 17° 09' E | Poznań– POLAND 52° 24' N, 16° 55' E | MladÁ Boleslav – Czech Republic 50° 25' N, 14° 54' E | BOLOGNA – ITALY 44° 30' N, 11° 21' E | THEIKENMEER – GERMANY NORTH 52° 50' N, 7° 37' E | Ingolstadt – GERMANY SOUTH 48° 45' N, 11° 25' E | BARCELONA – SPAIN 41° 24' N, 02° 10' E | CREWE – GREAT BRITAIN 53°

Györ – HUNGARY 47° 41' N, 17° 38' e

| JOHANNESBURG – SOUTH AFRICA 26° 12' s, 28° 04' E | ANDÉRAMBOUKANE – Mali 15° 25' N, 03° 01' E | ANTARTICA 71° 57' S, 23° 21' E | ANCHIETA – BRAZIL 23° 41' S, 46°
4' N, 02° 27' w | | PALMELA – PORTUGAL 38° 34' N, 08° 54' w | ADDIS ABEBA – ETHIOPIA 09° 01' N, 38° 45' E |
|
|
|
|
' W PACHECO – ARGENTINA 32° 57' S, 60° 40' E BONAIRE – LESSER ANTILLES 12° 11' N, 68° 16' E MORROCOY PARK – VENEZUELA 10° 51' N, 68° 18' W Chattanooga – USA east 35° 02' N, 85° 18' W | PUEBLA – MEXICO 19° 03' N, 98° 13' W | PALO ALTO – USA West 37° 26' N, 122° 08' W | Sydney – AUSTRALIA 33° 51' S, 151° 12' E | NAGOYA – JAPAN 35°
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Audi Hungaria Motor
Production sites:
Györ
Employees:
7322
Products: 	cars, motors
Deliveries:
17,924

Bottle with hot air drive

Baroque historic quarter of Györ

Once a year, Hungary’s youngest inventors meet at Audi in Györ. The task: Build a car
which moves without a combustion engine or an electric motor. The result: it’s child’s play.

T

amás Fódi, Ákos Szölösi and Donát Enyingi

For months, Tamás, Ákos and Donát have been read

teams of school children to build a vehicle with maxi

spent a long time tinkering, bolting and puz

ying themselves for “Audi creativity”, a school com

mum dimensions of 50 x 50 x 50 centimetres and a

zling. It’s almost time; they’ll find out soon if their

petition organised by Audi Hungaria which takes

maximum weight of 1.5 kilograms to travel a distance

efforts were worthwhile. The three schoolboys are

place once a year at the plant in Györ and which has

of 20 metres in 25 seconds, is how Richard Rozman,

getting more and more excited as they watch many

turned into a kind of Olympics for schoolchildren,

personnel director at Audi Hungaria, explains the

competitors have problems with their vehicles,

rules. He adds that the students need to focus on the

which either didn’t even move at all or stopped

basics of alternative drive technologies, because the

halfway. The big moment has come. The only thing
separating success from failure is 20 metres. 20
metres between their vehicle and the finish line. 20

Faster, more efficient,
cheaper

metres to cross without either a combustion engine
or an electric motor.

The “Széchenyi Race” is a spectacle for young
and old, organised in Györ with Audi sponsorship.
The race is one of the largest international competitions for vehicles with alternative drives. Engineering students, garage boffins and amateur
inventors from the world over come to the heart
of Hungarian car manufacturing to have their
environment-friendly vehicles compete against
others in Györ town centre. This engagement by
Audi Hungaria aims at promoting environmental
awareness amongst budding car builders.

want the school children to take new paths and sen
sitise them for future environmental technologies.
In that sense the task facing the teams is undoubted

at least amongst youngsters with a technical talent.

ly realistic, after all we at Audi think about alternative

This is the third time the organisers have called for

drive concepts every hour of the day.”

rack their brains about that problem while still at

For the three schoolboys attending the industrial

school. “Every year we invite 400 middle schools to

grammar school in Vezprem, the competition has

take part. The task is identical every year. We want

now entered its hottest phase. Donát, the youngest,

1

2

The winning team from Vezprem:Tamás Fódi,
Ákos Szölösi, Donát Enyingi (from left)

Teaching road safety 
in kindergartens

moves the vehicle up to the starting line. The three

chosen to receive the award. Together with the sec

lads came up with some pretty tricky ideas in its de

ond and third placed teams, they will now travel to

sign, says Tamás: “We threw out some ideas until we

Ingolstadt for a three-day visit to Audi’s main plant.

came up with that of using compressed air and so
lar cells.” That this really was a good approach was

Personnel director Rozman was once again very

seen a few minutes later, when the car crossed the

impressed. It was “always surprising what young

finish line in record time.

people can achieve.” We will be keeping a close eye
on the finalists, explains Rozman, whose inten

1 Successful team at Vezprem: Tamás Fódi,
Ákos Szölösi and Donát Enyingi (from left)

What a mover: this competitor
is betting on solar power

In Györ, Audi is also setting the benchmark in
education. The “Audi Hungaria School” was established on the site of the main Hungarian plant
in 2010, and comprises a German primary school
and a German grammar school. 46 Hungarian and
4 German students are now attending the first
three school classes in accordance with strict German standards. In a few years’ time, the children
will receive school certificates recognised in both
Hungary and Germany.

use of petrol engines or batteries is not allowed. “We

future mobility solutions, and for young people to

Environment-aware engineers

Audi and schooling

2 Risky moment: in the end the vehicle

powered by compressed air and solar cells covered
the 20-metre course in record time

But Audi was also obviously able to encourage other

tion is not only to encourage school boys and girls

school groups to come up with creative solutions.

to think about environmental technologies, but

The whole innovative fleet includes outlandish

also get them on to Audi’s side. “We want to help

vehicles made of plastic bottles, one with a hot air

convince promising scientific talents that they can

drive, as well as a car straight out of science fiction,

further develop their ideas for the future at Audi in

driven by magnetic power.

Györ and play a part in consolidating our company’s
strong position as an ecologically-innovative car

In the end, the three schoolboys got there. The ex

manufacturer.” According to Rozman, the edge of

pert panel found their concept so persuasive they

Vorsprung durch Technik is only possible by having

gave it first place. Tamás, in year 13 at school, is

the brightest minds.

Thanks to Audi’s financial support, since 2010 the
800 children attending kindergartens in the city of
Györ are learning all about road safety. The concept
put together by Audi in collaboration with traffic
experts and local police authorities has the objective of playfully teaching young children about this
important subject. “Small children are especially
at risk on roads. As a responsible corporation, we
want to help,” says Richard Rozman, personnel director at Audi Hungaria, explaining the car manufacturer’s engagement.
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Brief interview
Prof. Stloukal, how do things
look in Slovakia in terms of
biological diversity?
The diversity of the species is
under massive threat worldEduard Stloukal
wide, and Slovakia is no exception. It is not only scientists like
us, everybody is confronted with
this situation on a daily basis. Entire species are
disappearing regionally or becoming extinct –
and the rate of extinction of the species is accelerating. Pressure is increasing because of industry,
but also because infrastructure projects and tourists streams are a threat to many rare and sensitive species.
At the present time, up to 150 species are
directly threatened with extinction every day …
… this means, based on documented fossil finds,
that today’s rate of extinction is higher than
the average rate by a factor of 1,000. By 2020
at least 25 per cent of all species on the planet
will have disappeared. We are threatening entire ecosystems, systems on which our own survival depends: we are laying waste to forests and
oceans, even though we have no idea what that
might mean for the climate. In a nutshell, we are
leaving no space for the 6 - 30 million other species to live with whom we happen to share the
planet. Ever larger amounts of CO2 are making
oceans more acidic, the average temperature is rising and weather forecasts have become a kind of
lottery. This combination of increasing pressure
on the earth and its decreasing capacity to secure the essentials of life is the greatest challenge
with which mankind has ever been confronted.

An inventory
in paradise

1

Researchers at the Comenius University of Bratislava and
colleagues from many countries take stock of the country’s rich
flora and fauna as part of a unique EU project. The Volkswagen
Touareg helps them cross hill and dale.

T

kilometres south of the entrance to Zejmarska

a colleague of Stloukal categorises the sighting and

Roklina, a gorge in the “Slovakian paradise” na

notes down the co-ordinates on the GPS device.

tional park. This tiny little fellow likes rocky, mixed

“Definitely a garden dormouse”, he says.

woodland, prefers night to day and is always gregar
ious. Today’s menu is centipedes. What he doesn’t

The Eliomys quercinus, the Latin name for the gar

know is that in the undergrowth opposite there is

den dormouse, is one small part of a unique inven

a team of Slovakian scientists headed by zoologist

tory of Slovakia’s flora and fauna, counting around

Eduard Stloukal.

30,000 species of animal and 2,000 plants. As part
of EDIT ATBI, a project sponsored by the EU, scien

The scientists quickly check the display on the spe

tists from 27 European institutions are working on

cial camera. They can see a tiny rodent, about 10 cen

a basic stock take of the biological diversity at the

timetres long, with a special feature: it has a black

three Slovakian national parks – Slovensky raj,

What are the consequences for humanity
when species become extinct?
To date, all benefits are expressed in terms of
numbers and money – but can one really express
the value of a form of life in a statistic? People
cannot predict what effect the loss of a member
of a family or a community will have, and similarly they cannot guess at all the possible knock-on
effects of the disappearance of a species in the
chain of life on our planet. Of course, there are
analyses which could generate figures in terms of
economic loss because of species extinction – the
real effects of such a destruction of nature are,
however, much worse.
What can we do as individuals?
My advice is: treat nature with sensitivity. Think
about the consequences of your actions and live
in harmony with the environment.

3

Bratislava, Martin
6600
cars, components
27,246

1 Water shrew: this nocturnal rodent lives in the
undergrowth of mixed woodlands
2 Mushrooms: chanterelle et al. were also counted
3 Garden dormouse: one representative of Slovakia’s
unique flora and fauna

Slovensky kras and Muranska planina. In addition

to offer the field scientists the use of Volkswagen

to the biological inventory, the scientists are also

Touaregs produced in Bratislava. The Touareg is

hopeful of discovering new species. “We are co-

the Group’s off-road flagship. Since then the SUV

operating with foreign experts specialising in in

has provided transport for the scientists and the

dividual flora and fauna groups. As far as Slovakia

technology needed to take samples in the Slova

and its nature are concerned, the research is im

kian wilderness. A small but crucial contribution

portant. We have discovered some species for the

to the project’s overall success; a view shared by

first time here in Slovakia, and it is quite possible

Stloukal. “To catch moths, for example, we need

that we will even find some completely unknown

a UV or black light generator. These generators

ones,” says Stloukal, who holds the chair for zool

weigh more than 20 kilograms. We couldn’t man

ogy at Comenius University Bratislava.

age them without the Touareg.”

One of the sponsors of this major project is

In the meantime, the retinue of scientists has moved

VolkswagenSlovakia. “After talks with the research

on. On the way to the “Tomasovsky vyhlad” vantage
point the sighting of a lesser spotted eagle

“We sorely missed a vehicle
capable of coping with
mountains and high plateaus”

is documented just as meticulously as a
primula (c. heuffelianus). At the vantage
point there is a tremendous view over “Par
adise”. The High Tatra can be identified
on the horizon. “We won’t see any beaver,
mink or bison. They are long gone from

Volkswagen Touareg off-roader:
transporting equipment and technology
through the Slovakian wilderness

Production sites:
Employees:
Products:
Deliveries:

Bratislava
on the Danube

4

zoologist at the Comenius University, Budapest

face mask. Long after the animal has disappeared,

Bratislava

Volkswagen Slovakia

4 Working in the wilderness: Prof. Dr. Eduard Stloukal,

here it is, the Eliomys quercinus, just a few

SLOVAKIA

team it was very soon apparent that the main prob

these parts,” points out Stloukal. “In order that other

lem was reaching the barely accessible mountain

species don’t suffer the same fate, it is important to

chains and high plateaus,” remembers Daniela

learn more about them, to make species protection

Rutsch of Volkswagen Slovakia. It was only natural

more focused. That is our mission.”

Volkswagen Slovakia foundation
The Volkswagen Slovakia Foundation is dedicated
to supporting the orphans of Volkswagen Slovakia
employees. The foundation has been active in this
sector since its establishment and provides orphans
with access to training and further qualification.
Use is made of a close-knit network of companies
which have promised Volkswagen Slovakia to contribute to the project by providing places of training.

University cooperation
Volkswagen Slovakia has invested Euro 300,000 in
setting up the automobile production course Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava. The goal
of this co-operation is to establish the transfer of
knowledge between Volkswagen, teaching staff
and students. The first course of this kind also has
an international alignment. This means e.g. that
internships at Volkswagen companies abroad are
equally part of the curriculum as are lectures at at
Brunswick Technical University, Wolfsburg University of Applied Sciences or the Ingolstadt University
of Applied Sciences.

engaged citizens
“Our Bratislava” is
the no-nonsense
slogan of a voluntary project seeking to beautify the
capital city of Slovakia. Volkswagen
staff from the Bratislava plant have joined forces
with 1,600 volunteers to work in the interest of
the town. One focal point was, for instance, renovating the educational nature trails around the
Sandberg, one of the most popular rambling areas
in the metropolis on the Danube.
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Poznań

Poland
Volkswagen Poznań
Companies and brands:

Volkswagen Motor
Polska, MAN SE
Production sites:
S upsk, Kraków,
Poznań, Starachowice,
Polkowice
Employees:
8794
Products: 	cars, motors,
components
Deliveries:
73,375

Child and career, no i?
Top qualifications and a claim to leadership. That is what women at Volkswagen in Poznań
stand for. The company expresses its thanks to its female staff members with a special offer to
enhance the work-life-balance.

Environment protection

Getting even better, that is the self-imposed goal at
Volkswagen Poznań. The programme of the “Continuous improvement process” workshop focuses
above all on employees, as they usually have the
best insights on how to optimise environmental
protection, avoid waste or improve the production
process. And the result is success: Euro 4200 alone
have already been saved since staff members noticed that the body putty used to attach the rear
lamps to the Caddy was useless. As a consequence
of this initiative the plant has frequently received
the Volkswagen Environment Award.

W

Poznań
market square

ell educated, engaged and ambitious, that

What has changed in recent years is education. For

describes young women in Poland, and defi

most women in Poland, a secondary school certificate

nitely at Volkswagen Poznań. Amongst department

is not enough. “Women have little interest in getting

heads, women have a 23 per cent share; in manage

a job as a normal worker,” points out Musielak. Most

ment it is 28 per cent. Every fourth staff member in

have set their sights higher. Today, 75 per cent of all

plant management is female.

students in Poland are female.

Hardly surprising that the director of the person

Katarzyna Nowojewska (34) is in charge of the high

nel department is a woman. Her name is Jolanta

assembly line. There are more than 500 men in her

Musielak and she is also on the executive board.

organisational unit. “Environmental protection and

“Women in Poland were and are very self-con

production, these are two subjects I’ve always found

fident,” says the committed human resources

very interesting,” she says. “Here at Volkswagen I can

manager. It is tradition in Poland for women to

combine both.” She did naturally worry about how the

combine household work with a job. “That harks

men in her department would react to her as the only

back to the time before World War II, when women

woman and their line manager. “But it turned out to

were forced by economic circumstances to manage

be much easier than I thought. I am very objective,

definitelydon’t intend to do without family and

would like to help develop to create places for up to

both,” she explains.

keep things short and sweet – that is something the

children. And that’s true even though Poland does

75 children. “The average age of our staff is 35, so our

men appreciate,” she adds.

not really have that much to offer in terms of child

employees are having children now. In Poland it’s

care. Kindergartens and toddler groups are pretty

standard practice for women to return to work four

In Poland there are also men who think that women

rare and many young mothers therefore have to

months after giving birth. That’s why we want to sup

should stay at home. “But we know that career and

take on a nanny.

port this project.”

Sometimes they also have to work harder than men

“We are fighting to get things changed here,” says

Since 2009 parental leave has been a statutory right

in the same positions. But: “We don’t make much

Musielak, who is currently involved in many discus

in Poland. Volkswagen Poznań would, however,

2
1

Waste avoidance
Protecting the environment is a long-term issue. So
staff at Volkswagen’s Poznań plant are repeatedly
motivated and sensitised to this important subject
– for example, to avoid waste. Ever since the team
organised by environment protection officer Danuta Dutkiewicz distributed 10,000 linen bags to
the workforce und local inhabitants, the amount of
plastic waste has been sustainably reduced.

500 men take orders from her: Katarzyna Nowojewska,
high line manager at Volkswagen in Poznań

Energy efficient

family have to be combined,” says Nowojewska.

fuss; we just get on with the job. Men sometimes talk
too much. Women look for solutions. Apart from
3

that, we provide each other with mutual support and
don’t indulge in power games,” she says.

1 Lots of plans: personnel director Jolanta Musielak

and former head of women’s promotion at Volkswagen,
Anja Christmann
2 Child and career? That goes without saying in Poznań
3 Still not commonplace in Poland: Fun and games

in the factory kindergarten

like to be a particularly family-

Volkswagen Poznań wants to be a
particularly family-friendly company

Financial independence and a profession in which

friendly company. For example,
with the “Future mother” pro
gramme, which gives pregnant
women more job flexibility by
allowing them to work six in

they can use their strengths, that is what women

sions in the town of Poznań to give shape to a pro

stead of eight hours. With jobs adapted to the needs

seek today. That has nothing to do with femi

ject very close to her heart: there is a kindergarten

of pregnant women or by way of special relaxation

nism, explains board member Musielak. Women

directly opposite the plant that Volkswagen Poznań

rooms for nursing mothers.

The Caddy produced at the Poznań plant is a genuine wonder of energy efficiency. A fact recently
emphasised with the award of an environment
certificate by TÜV Nord. This label is only awarded
to vehicles proven to have a particularly environmentally-friendly life-cycle – from production
over use through to recycling. The popular, allpurpose vehicle is also available fuelled by natural
gas. The Caddy EcoFuel can reduce the cost of filling the tank by 50 per cent, has a maximum range
of 700 kilometres and therefore is good for the
environment and your wallet.
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Mladá Boleslav
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S, 151° 12' E | NAGOYA – JAPAN 35° 10’ N, 136° 55' E | SHANGHAI – CHINA 31° 14' N, 121° 29' E | PUNE – India 18° 31' N, 73° 51' E | NETANJA – ISRAEL 32° 20' N, 34° 51' E | GEBZE – TURKEY 40° 48' N, 29° 26' E | KALUGA – RUSSIA 54° 32' N, 36° 16' E | STOCKHOLM – SWEDEN 59° 20' N, 18° 03' | GYÖR – HUNGARY 47° 41' N, 17° 38' E | BRATISLAVA – SLOVAKIA

8° 09' N, 17° 09' E | Poznań – POLAND 52° 24' N, 16° 55' E | MladÁ Boleslav – Czech Republic 50° 25' N, 14° 54' E | BOLOGNA – ITALY 44° 30' N, 11° 21' E | THEIKENMEER – GERMANY NORTH 52° 50' N, 7° 37' E | Ingolstadt – GERMANY SOUTH 48° 45' N, 11° 25' E | BARCELONA – SPAIN 41° 24' N, 02° 10' E | CREWE – GREAT BRITAIN 53° 04' N, 02° 27' w

Czech
Republic
Škoda Auto
Production sites: 	Mladá Boleslav,
Kvasiny, Vrchlabí,
Velká Bítes
Employees:
24,936
Products: 	cars, motors,
components
Deliveries:
82,873

2

Škoda AUTO UNIVERSITY

Gentle echo

1

The Czech Republic is a cultural nation. Škoda has for many years
been the Czech Republic’s top promoter of culture. One fixed star of
this engagement for 70 years: the works brass band.
3

T

By organising the only company-owned university
in the Czech Republic, the Škoda Auto University
in Mlada Boleslav, the car manufacturer has taken
on a pioneering role in the educational scene since
the turn of the millennium. Almost 900 students
are given the opportunity of completing a dual
course of studies that meets the highest standards.
Co-operation agreements with foreign universities demonstrate that the internationality of the
teaching is very much in demand. Škoda is also at
the forefront of staff further qualification. The Na
Karmeli skills training facility, opened in 2007, provides both university level training and staff training in its state-of-the-art teaching facilities.

SAFE TO SCHOOL

he first movement starts with a slow soulful

from the world of pop music. Even contemporary

introduction by the horns. A sound gently ech

musical works are given the band’s best. Thanks to

oed; first by the oboes, then the flutes. The power

its activities, the brass ensemble, currently made

ful unisono passages of the strings merge with hard

up of 69 members, has gained itself an enviable

drum beats, rising upwards into a dynamic allegro.

reputation both at home and abroad and is con

The rushing dynamism of the main movement

sidered one of the world’s leading amateur bands.

seems to reflect the pulse of the city on the banks of

Since it was established at the turn of 1939/40, the

the Hudson. The Adagio arrives – allegro molto, the

band has counted many musicians, singers and

first movement of Antonin Dvorak’s world-famous

conductors amongst its numbers.

9th Symphony, perhaps better known asthe New

requires specialists with a delicate touch
2 Large repertoire, great passion: the
Škoda works brass band
3 “Na Karmeli” skills training facility:
state-of-the-art seminar rooms to help
employees gain qualifications

has provided sterling support to culture in the

established, whether with new studio equipment,

World Symphony. It is played by the Škoda Auto

Today, the Škoda Auto works brass band enjoys

country for many years. Škoda Auto is engaged, for

new uniforms or the financing of our foreign trips,”

works brass band.

a very special position in the world of music and

example, in the Prague National Theatre, in the

reports Bango.

therefore fits perfectly into the overall cultural pic

Czech Philharmonic and in the National Museum.

ture of Škoda Auto. Not least because the company

Its partnerships with the Prague Philharmonic

Michal Kadera, head of external relations at Škoda

It ranges from Czech folk music through Italian ari

Orchestra, the city theatre of Mlada Boleslav and

Auto, regards the sponsorship of the band and of

as, symphonies and choral works to the most beau

numerous music and film festivals are all examples

Czech culture in broader terms: “The range of dif

tiful compositions

of how Škoda Auto’s diverse activities enrich the

ferent cultural events and activities provides our

country’s landscape of art and culture.

staff with a balance between private and working

The band’s repertoire is not limited to the classics.

Skoda‘s founders Vaclav
Laurin and Vaclav Klement

1 Precision work: installing windscreens

Trees For The czech republic
One tree per car. That is the simple formula adopted by Škoda in 2007. The results are still growing,
literally. More than 300,000 trees have now been
planted in 30 locations; one for each car sold in the
Czech Republic and they of course help conserve
the diversity of the species and promote environmental protection on a sustainable basis. Škoda
employees act as voluntary planters. What is more,
the car badges are made in disabled workshops,
giving the project an additional social aspect.

hours and is therefore a crucial part of their lives.
Miroslav Bango cannot picture life without music.

When in the orchestra, musical employees have

Even during his studies at the famous Prague Con

the chance to further develop themselves and their

servatorium he played as a chamber musician and

personalities and then dedicate themselves to their

soloist in various orchestras. He then continued his

favourite pastime after work.”

career as a teacher of music at the art primary school
Many victims of road traffic accidents are school children. Škoda wants that to change. The “Safe school
route” project helps identify and remove safety risks
on the way to school for children in their first year
in Mlada Boleslav. In addition to its support for road
practice playgrounds, the company has traditionally
invested in improving pedestrian crossings. And the
subject of improving driving safety is not ignored:
the team of experts in the traffic research department analyses accidents in close co-operation with
the fire brigade, police and hospitals.

in Mladá Boleslav and joined the Škoda Auto works

At the same time the orchestra has developed last

brass band as a clarinettist and soloist. He is now the

ing bonds with the inhabitants of the town of Mladá

orchestra chairman and in his role as music teacher,

Boleslav, the headquarters of Škoda Auto.

a hallmark of the Škoda brand,” says Spicar. “And

also helps recruit emerging talents. He instils them

The works brass band has been a musical
ambassador for Škoda for many years

one of the things which makes the Škoda orchestra

with his love of music and trains them to become fu

The ensemble has unusually high quality demands

that’s been true for more than 70 years.” Miroslav

ture clarinettists and saxophonists in the orchestra.

on its musical performances: it stands out not only

Bango agrees and points equally proudly to the

because of its beautiful sounds but also its big heart

merits the orchestra has earned during its many

“Škoda Auto has provided the orchestra with finan

edness. The musicians don’t need to be asked twice

trips abroad: to Germany, Belgium, France, and

cial and material support in every sense since it was

to play for a good cause at a benefit concert. That is

Italy. The list is long.
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Sant’Agata
Bolognese

dney – AUSTRALIA 33° 51' S, 151° 12' E | NAGOYA – JAPAN 35° 10' N, 136° 55' E | SHANGHAI – CHINA 31° 14' N, 121° 29' E | PUNE – India 18° 31' N, 73° 51' E | NETANJA – ISRAEL 32° 20' N, 34° 51' E | GEBZE – TURKEY 40° 48' N, 29° 26' E | KALUGA – RUSSIA 54° 32' N, 36° 16' E | STOCKHOLM – SWEDEN 59° 20' N, 18° 03' E | GYÖR – HUNGARY 47° 41' N, 17° 38' E |
BRATISLAVA – SLOVAKIA 48° 09' N, 17° 09' E | Poznań– POLAND 52° 24' N, 16° 55' E | MladÁ Boleslav – Czech Republic 50° 25' N, 14° 54' E | BOLOGNA – ITALY 44° 30' N, 11° 21' E | THEIKENMEER – GERMANY NORTH 52° 50' N, 7° 37' E | Ingolstadt – GERMANY SOUTH 48° 45' N, 11° 25' E | BARCELONA – SPAIN 41° 24' N, 02° 10' E | CREWE – GREAT BRITAIN 53°
| JOHANNESBURG – SOUTH AFRICA 26° 12' s, 28° 04' E | ANDÉRAMBOUKANE – Mali 15° 25' N, 03° 01' E | ANTARTICA 71° 57' S, 23° 21' E | ANCHIETA – BRAZIL 23° 41' S, 46° 32' W
4' N, 02° 27' w | | PALMELA – PORTUGAL 38° 34' N, 08° 54' w | ADDIS ABEBA – ETHIOPIA 09° 01' N, 38° 45' E |

Bologna – ITALY 44° 30' N, 11° 21' e

ITALY

PACHECO – ARGENTINA 32° 57' S, 60° 40' E | BONAIRE – LESSER ANTILLES 12° 11' N, 68° 16' E | MORROCOY PARK – VENEZUELA 10° 51' N, 68° 18' W | Chattanooga – USA east 35° 02' N, 85° 18' W | PUEBLA – MEXICO 19° 03' N, 98° 13' W | PALO ALTO – USA West 37° 26' N, 122° 08' W | Sydney – AUSTRALIA 33° 51' S, 151° 12' E | NAGOYA – JAPAN 35° 10’
136° 55' E | SHANGHAI – CHINA 31° 14' N, 121° 29' E | PUNE – India 18° 31' N, 73° 51' E | NETANJA – ISRAEL 32° 20' N, 34° 51' E | GEBZE – TURKEY 40° 48' N, 29° 26' E | KALUGA – RUSSIA 54° 32' N, 36° 16' E | STOCKHOLM – SWEDEN 59° 20' N, 18° 03' | GYÖR – HUNGARY 47° 41' N, 17° 38' E | BRATISLAVA – SLOVAKIA 48° 09' N, 17° 09' E | Poznań – POLAND
° 24' N, 16° 55' E | MladÁ Boleslav – Czech Republic 50° 25' N, 14° 54' E | BOLOGNA – ITALY 44° 30' N, 11° 21' E | THEIKENMEER – GERMANY NORTH 52° 50' N, 7° 37' E | Ingolstadt – GERMANY SOUTH 48° 45' N, 11° 25' E | BARCELONA – SPAIN 41° 24' N, 02° 10' E | CREWE – GREAT BRITAIN 53° 04' N, 02° 27' w | PALMELA – PORTUGAL 38° 34' N, 08° 54' w

Lamborghini

Putting the bull on a diet

Companies and brands:
Production sites:
Employees:
Products:
Deliveries:

Old and new in the heart of Sant’Agata,
Lamborghini’s home town

Collegiate Church
of Sant‘ Agata

Admittedly, Sant’Agata a near Bologna in Italy is probably the last place
you’d associate with sustainable development. But, truth be known,
Lamborghini, Italy’s famous super sports car manufacturer, has long been
developing eco-friendly technologies.
Renewable energy

A

ttilioMasini sent out an invitation to tour the

Lamborghini is undoubtedly caught on the horns

plant. Engineers, male and female, from the

of a dilemma. Whereas customers looking to buy

University of Bologna responded. They want to talk

a super car like the Murcielago expect accelera

about environmental protection. Masini is well

tion, top design plus a racing car sound, its critics

aware of the green image of his cars: “That a Gallar

demand zero emissions and minimised fuel con

do Superleggera, with 530 BHP, capable of getting

sumption.

Environmental management
All production locations are certified to the ISO
14001 environment management standard. Put
simply, this means that production facilities, such
as the plant at Sant’Agata, are certified as being
compliant with the latest environmental engineering standards. A self-imposed commitment
out of conviction, and equally valid from Shanghai
in China to Puebla in Mexico.

1

from 0 to 100 km/h in 3.8 seconds, is not exactly eco
Lamborghini operates one of the largest photovoltaic plants in Italy, covering an area of around
17,000 m2. The plant, located on the roofs of the
production halls, generates power from sunlight:
it helps cut CO2 emissions by 1,067 tonnes every
year and delivers clean electricity to the production facilities. The region around Bologna has
about 2,000 hours of sunshine per annum, making the plant a worthwhile investment. The energy
efficiency at the Sant’Agata site has also been improved using thermal insulation of the production halls and energy-optimised heating, cooling and lighting systems.

nomical on fuel is pretty clear to everybody,” says

The group of students from Bologna has arrived.

Masini, co-ordinator in the composite materials

With genuine anticipation, Masini opens the door

Masini, not without pride. “And this car here is

research sector. “The question is surely this: how

marked “climate room”. On the test rig is a yellow

something very special. A masterpiece.”

do we combine the unique virtues of a Lamborghini

Gallardo, currently being tested for its exhaust

with sustainable technology solutions without dam

gas emissions. “By 2015 we will have reduced the

It’s true enough: this Lamborghini is unique, a pro

aging the myth of the car driving experience?”

CO2 emissions of our cars by 35 per cent,” explains

totype. And it delivers answers to questions asked by

2

Masini and demands made by customers and critics. It
includes e.g. an automated start-stop system that helps
reduce fuel consumption when standing still and is
fuelled by bioethanol to help minimise emissions.
3

A technician checks emission
values in the Lamborghini
climate room

Volkswagen Italia
Sant’Agata Bolognese
less than 1000
cars, motors
244,953

Masini says he always enjoys seeing the faces of sur
prised visitors when he lists these innovations. “And
that is by no means all,” he emphasises, as he kneels

1 Super sports car and resource
conservation? Visitors to the plant
are impressed
2 Bioethanol is one of many
environmental solutions in the
new prototype

down at the left front wing. “The majority of body

20 per cent reduced CO2 emissions,

components are made of carbon fibre. Compared to

is nothing but a genuine Lam

its predecessor, this represents a saving of around

borghini through and through.

100 kilograms.” And that adds up to lower fuel con

Sporty, attractive, dramatic. “Cus

sumption and an improved emission balance sheet.

tomers are continuing to buy into

The biggest success, according to Masini, is, howev

the myth, but one which fully exploits the restrictions

buy expensive vehicles of this type can relate at all to

er, arriving shortly. The hybrid drive is almost ready

set out by having a climate efficient sports car.”

emissions and fuel consumption. “But of course,”

3 Minimised fuel consumption
but maximised driver experience:
a maxim shared by Lamborghini

responds an amused Masini, “our customers drive

for series production.
The tour comes to an end, the students are visibly

their Lamborghinis so infrequently during the year

The successes to date are also well worthy of men

impressed. One of them then tries to get Masini to

that the car’s overall annual consumption is easily

tion. Externally, the Gallardo LP 560-4, which has

come out of the woods. He asks if customers who

comparable with that of any mini car.”
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dney – AUSTRALIA 33° 51' S, 151° 12' E | NAGOYA – JAPAN 35° 10' N, 136° 55' E | SHANGHAI – CHINA 31° 14' N, 121° 29' E | PUNE – India 18° 31' N, 73° 51' E | NETANJA – ISRAEL 32° 20' N, 34° 51' E | GEBZE – TURKEY 40° 48' N, 29° 26' E | KALUGA – RUSSIA 54° 32' N, 36° 16' E | STOCKHOLM – SWEDEN 59° 20' N, 18° 03' E | GYÖR – HUNGARY 47° 41' N, 17° 38' E |
BRATISLAVA – SLOVAKIA 48° 09' N, 17° 09' E | Poznań– POLAND 52° 24' N, 16° 55' E | MladÁ Boleslav – Czech Republic 50° 25' N, 14° 54' E | BOLOGNA – ITALY 44° 30' N, 11° 21' E | THEIKENMEER – GERMANY NORTH 52° 50' N, 7° 37' E | Ingolstadt – GERMANY SOUTH 48° 45' N, 11° 25' E | BARCELONA – SPAIN 41° 24' N, 02° 10' E | CREWE – GREAT BRITAIN
| JOHANNESBURG – SOUTH AFRICA 26° 12' s, 28° 04' E | ANDÉRAMBOUKANE – Mali 15° 25' N, 03° 01' E | ANTARTICA 71° 57' S, 23° 21' E
° 04' N, 02° 27' w | PALMELA – PORTUGAL 38° 34' N, 08° 54' w | ADDIS ABEBA – ETHIOPIA 09° 01' N, 38° 45' E |

Theikenmeer – Germany NorTH 52° 50' N, 7° 37' e

ANCHIETA – BRAZIL 23° 41' S, 46° 32' W | PACHECO – ARGENTINA 32° 57' S, 60° 40' E | BONAIRE – LESSER ANTILLES 12° 11' N, 68° 16' E | MORROCOY PARK – VENEZUELA 10° 51' N, 68° 18' W | Chattanooga – USA east 35° 02' N, 85° 18' W | PUEBLA – MEXICO 19° 03' N, 98° 13' W | PALO ALTO – USA West 37° 26' N, 122° 08' W | Sydney – AUSTRALIA 33°
S, 151° 12' E | NAGOYA – JAPAN 35° 10’ N, 136° 55' E | SHANGHAI – CHINA 31° 14' N, 121° 29' E | PUNE – India 18° 31' N, 73° 51' E | NETANJA – ISRAEL 32° 20' N, 34° 51' E | GEBZE – TURKEY 40° 48' N, 29° 26' E | KALUGA – RUSSIA 54° 32' N, 36° 16' E | STOCKHOLM – SWEDEN 59° 20' N, 18° 03' | GYÖR – HUNGARY 47° 41' N, 17° 38' E | BRATISLAVA – SLOVAKIA

Wolfsburg

Germany
– North –

8° 09' N, 17° 09' E | Poznań – POLAND 52° 24' N, 16° 55' E | MladÁ Boleslav – Czech Republic 50° 25' N, 14° 54' E | BOLOGNA – ITALY 44° 30' N, 11° 21' E | THEIKENMEER – GERMANY NORTH 52° 50' N, 7° 37' E | Ingolstadt – GERMANY SOUTH 48° 45' N, 11° 25' E | BARCELONA – SPAIN 41° 24' N, 02° 10' E | CREWE – GREAT BRITAIN 53° 04' N, 02° 27' w
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Excavations for a snipe

1

2 Moorlands provide the perfect
habitats for snipes and sundew
3 Prize for the most economical fleet
managers awarded by Volkswagen
and NABU

ing away. Only recently did anyone recognise that

sentatives, these Volkswagen managers are cutting

by fog, plumes twirling like phantoms and the

the farming on moorlands is above all a climate ca

the first sods at the Theikenmeer moorland protec

branches swaying.” Life-threatening and unreal is

tastrophe. Because moorlands are not just ordinary

tion project.

how author Droste-Hülshoff described this natural

sinks for CO2, they actually store carbon much more

landscape in her book “The boy of the moor”. Hardly

effectively than any forest. Moreover, they are verita

The engagement of the Brunswick-based Group

surprising then that for many years no one was upset

ble hotspots of species diversity - hardly surprising

subsidiary is part of the company’s own environ

by people systematically draining the moorland and

then that NABU and Volkswagen again joined forces

ment programme, developed jointly with NABU,

cutting peat or using it for agriculture. And in the

to renaturalise moorland landscapes.

which for many years has been co-operating with

Emsland in Lower Saxony. The managers of

ately awarded the prestigious Ökoglobe accolade

but with them a unique ecosystem has also been fad

Volkswagen Leasing were lucky enough to choose

(2010). “Our approach builds on three pillars. First

a beautiful late summer’s day to get down to some

of all only the most efficient models from the range

digging and forget all about interest risks, asset-

are included in the programme. Any models cur

backed securities transactions and leasing rates.

rently with emissions of above 119 g CO2 per kilo

It’s muscle power that counts in the here and now,

metre are out on principle. In addition, Volkswagen

near the village of Werlte. Suit jackets have been

Leasing also helps arrange practical fuel saving

exchanged for spades. Together with NABU repre

training courses for drivers in order to fully exploit

renewable energies

Wolfsburg, Hanover,
Brunswick, Emden,
Kassel, Salzgitter,
Chemnitz, Zwickau,
Dresden, Osnabrück,
Berlin, Hamburg,
Oberhausen, Rheine
Employees:
155,982
Products: 	cars, motors,
components
Deliveries:
1,153,070

4

Volkswagen plant in Wolfsburg

Volkswagen in a partnership of trust, and immedi

German lyricism since the 19 century, disappeared
th

4 What a spade can’t achieve alone,
heavy plant can do much faster

3

t’s spooky to cross the moor when blanketed

process, not only have moorlands, a backdrop for

Production sites:
1 Bird’s eye view of the renaturalised
Theikenmeer

Moorlands are the most underestimated climate protectors.
Volkswagen Leasing and NABU are aware of this, and are
renaturalising the Theikenmeer moorland.

I

Volkswagen Group

Industrial production and environmental protection: not a contradiction at Volkswagen’s Emden
plant. Things like one of the most powerful wind
turbines in the plant’s own wind park, 5,000 thinlayer silicon solar cells on the roof (a project in which
employees invested their own private money), a biogas plant next door in which timber waste from
the plant is turned into energy for the plant, and on
top of everything else an energy forest, where fast
growing trees on an area of 40,000 m2 will soon be
turned into heat energy in the very same biogas
plant. The list of superlatives is long. And as if that
wasn’t enough, the plant in East Frisia also builds
fuel-efficient cars: the new 4 litre Passat.

Pro bono
the full range of efficiency potentials, and provides

1977 to buy parts of the dried and drained moorland

fleet managers with special software for precision

and worked to re-establish water-logged conditions.

measurement of the consumption of every car in

Since that time a lot has been achieved. The Euro

the fleet,” explains Frank Woesthoff, head of prod

pean adder, the snipe, the Cranberry Blue and the

uct and innovation management at V
olkswagen

sundew have all returned to the biotope.

Leasing. The third step, Woesthoff explains, re
sulted in him and his colleagues arriving in the

The Theikenmeer does, however, offer a much

Emsland armed with spades and Wellington boots.

larger, hidden potential. “Damaged moorlands like

“We are sponsoring NABU projects with a monthly

this one are genuine carbon bombs,” says Dietmar

contribution per leased vehicle,” explains the prod

Oeliger, NABU traffic expert and project manager.

uct manager. We also present an award every year

“Without our efforts here, over the course of time

to the most economical fleet customer: “The Green

around 430,000 tonnes of CO2 will escape from the

Fleet”. Within six months 53 major fleet accounts

Theikenmeer, as the carbon trapped in the soil grad

have been able to save 650,000 litres of fuel, equiva

ually oxidises. On the other hand, in their natural

lent to 1,720 tonnes of CO2.

state, which we are working to re-establish together
with Volkswagen Leasing, moors are vital carbon

The first major NABU project to be sponsored by the

storehouses. The water encloses, traps the carbon.”

environmental programme is the renaturalisation of

NABU president Olaf Tschimpke, Volkswagen Leasing CEO Gerhard Künne, NABU
protected area officer Manfred Neubert, director of the unitary authority Werner Gerdes
and mayor of Werlte Willfried Lübs (left to right) get down to some spade work

the Theikenmeer moorland in Emsland. This nature

In the future, the partners plan to stop many other ar

protection area covering 250 hectares had almost

eas of moorland from drying out. In 2011 they joined

vanished completely as a consequence of peat pro

forces to establish the German moorland protection

duction and livestock breeding before Germany’s

fund, intended as a point of leverage to mobilise ad

largest nature protection organisation started in

ditional funding.

Without the voluntary efforts of its citizens, many
charitable initiatives and organisations would
not survive in Germany. More than 25,000 of
Volkswagen’s German employees are engaged in
voluntary work. And a number which grows bigger every day. Also thanks to the “Volkswagen Pro
Ehrenamt” initiative started in 2007, which seeks
to act as the go-between for current employees
and those in retirement, contacts are arranged
with clubs and charitable organisations. “Pro
Ehrenamt” has been able to help on many occasions, for example, with reading partners, club
trainers and hospital visitors.

Blue-E-Motion
Climate change, urbanisation, finite fossil fuels:
all key drivers of sustainable mobility. The road
to that destination includes efficiency enhancements for conventional technologies and the
electrification of the drive train through to CO2neutral mobility with batteries and fuel cell powered vehicles. A new brochure
presents detailed information
about the Volkswagen Group’s
drive and fuel strategy.
Please send your order to:
michael.scholing@volkswagen.de
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dney – AUSTRALIA 33° 51' S, 151° 12' E | NAGOYA – JAPAN 35° 10' N, 136° 55' E | SHANGHAI – CHINA 31° 14' N, 121° 29' E | PUNE – India 18° 31' N, 73° 51' E | NETANJA – ISRAEL 32° 20' N, 34° 51' E | GEBZE – TURKEY 40° 48' N, 29° 26' E | KALUGA – RUSSIA 54° 32' N, 36° 16' E | STOCKHOLM – SWEDEN 59° 20' N, 18° 03' E | GYÖR – HUNGARY 47° 41' N, 17° 38' E |
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Ingolstadt – GERMANY South 48° 45' N, 11° 25' e
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GERMANY
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Ingolstadt

Audi Group

Unfettered thinking
about people, cars and cities

Production sites:	Ingolstadt,
Neckarsulm
J. Mayer-H. Architects: Theses
on the city of the future

Employees:
approx. 65,800
Products: 	cars, motor
components

Greetings from Ingolstadt

Audi joins forces with city planners, sociologists and architects to create the urban future.
The key issue: how to make individual mobility possible in the future.

I

n Fritz Lang’s Metropolis aircraft fly past the

For Mayer-H. and his team, the city of the future will

future functions without road signs, without traffic

monumental skyscrapers of the cityscape. At least

be virtually noiseless, because cars will move under

lights, footpaths are wider than roads, because park

Marty McFly still sees cars as he travels back into the

the power of electricity. Talking about cars: they will

ing spaces are superfluous. This is all thanks above

future in his home town of Hill Valley, even if the cars

be constantly on the move, only stopping for urban

all to large-scale networking: “Monitoring technolo

are flying just above street level. In Minority Report,

dwellers to get on or off. The vehicles, which would

gies will turn the city and its inhabitants into a data

Steven Spielberg depicts futuristic vehicles which

be truly auto-mobile, serve the passengers, liberated

stream, dissolving the borders between body, car

move using magnetic forces along the elevated

from all control and steering tasks, as a reading and

and architecture,” thinks Jürgen Mayer-H.

streets of Washington, 2054, all moving towards a

input device for the urban network – information

gigantic highway.

about cultural events or available properties are pro
jected instantly on the windscreen. The city of the

CO2-FREE TO EMDEN
The award is the icing on the cake for the Audi Urban

ses the contributions generated by external experts

“The shooting star of the German architectural

Future Initiative, a broad-based programme seeking

about urban mobility, takes another look and then

scene” (“Auto Motor und Sport”) and his team came

to establish a dialogue about the future interplay of

revises the results as proactive input into the compa

What will the city of the future look like? What about

up with this fantastic scenario and

mobility, architecture and urban development. The

ny. Research projects and co-operations with univer

traffic and transport? The same questions consid

won the Urban Future Award present

guiding principle: current mobility challenges can

sities, the “research” format as the most recent block

ed by Audi of Ingolstadt.

only be solved within a collective and inter-discipli

in the Urban Future Initiative, are intended to make

were also asked by Berlin-based architects Jürgen

nary context. An integral component of the initiative is

a global contribution to the future of cities and in

Mayer-H., who came up with novel and no less vi

the “Summit”: a regular symposium which generates

particular mobility in megacities. The confrontation

sionary answers.

new ideas, provides for knowledge exchange amongst

between local markets with the world’s most vision

experts and delivers vital ideas for societal discourse.

ary research organisations creates the basis for fu

ered by screenwriters of many science fiction films

1

2

AUDI is a pioneer in CO2-free goods transport by
rail. Since autumn 2012 the company ships all new
vehicles built in Neckarsulm to the North Sea port
of Emden by trains powered by certified green
electricity. This means annual carbon dioxide savings of 3,420 tonnes. In 2010 AUDI was the first
company at all to use a CO2-neutral train, in this
case for transport from Ingolstadt to Emden. The
Neckarsulm plant garnered the 2012 Volkswagen
Energy Saving Prize for its outstanding green efficiency initiatives.

Climate PROTECTION

ture mobility scenarios – and ultimately represents a
Audi CEO Rupert Stadler is convinced the initiative

Electromobility

3

1 Rupert Stadler, chairman of the Audi Group management board,

e-Tron is Audi’s battery-powered future. The new,
technically varied model range, including sports
cars and city minis, is almost ready for production.
The A1 e-Tron and the A3 e-Tron are still in the fleet
test phase, while the R8 e-Tron small series will be
launched soon.

rich ecosystem for global mobility knowledge.

will provide above all knowledge of new infrastruc

together with the winner of the Audi “Urban Future Award 2010”,
Jürgen Mayer-H., founder of architecture firm J. Mayer H. Architects,
at the Audi annual press conference 2011
2 Ludger Hovestadt, architect, information scientist and
professor at ETH Zurich, presenting the keynote speech at
the Audi Urban Future Summit

3 Carlo Ratti, engineer, architect and professor at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in the “Energies of Data” workshop

ture and concepts for cities and for living. And possi

“The courage to rethink and challenge the status quo

bly how his company can answer questions relating

is crucial for permanent progress and is the core of

to tomorrow’s individual mobility. “We want to know

Audi’s corporate culture. We therefore launched the

how these ideas originating from architecture and

Audi Urban Future Initiative, to identify and drive

urban planning can be input into our products and

forward paths toward a sustainable and responsible

our strategies,” is Stadler’s sum-up. The initiative is

future,“ says Rupert Stadler, Chairman of Audi AG,

not building castles in the sky, it is very much focused

to explain the purpose of the initiative.

on the company’s core business.
It is also the case that those responsible in Ingolstadt
The important connection with reality is provided by

know how quickly visions can turn into reality. By

the “Insight Team”, the project’s third pillar. This

2015 there will be 22 megacities world-wide, each

interdepartmental, Audi-internal think tank analy

with a population of 10 million plus.

Oak trees provide a valuable habitat for many
species of flora and fauna. In addition, oak forests
act as carbon sinks. The “Oak forest carbon store”
is a joint research project by Audi, the Technical
University Munich and the state of Bavaria looking into the potential of oaks as a carbon sink. The
36,000 saplings planted around Ingolstadt are developing nicely. The project is to be expanded to
foreign locations.
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Martorell

dney – AUSTRALIA 33° 51' S, 151° 12' E | NAGOYA – JAPAN 35° 10' N, 136° 55' E | SHANGHAI – CHINA 31° 14' N, 121° 29' E | PUNE – India 18° 31' N, 73° 51' E | NETANJA – ISRAEL 32° 20' N, 34° 51' E | GEBZE – TURKEY 40° 48' N, 29° 26' E | KALUGA – RUSSIA 54° 32' N, 36° 16' E | STOCKHOLM – SWEDEN 59° 20' N, 18° 03' E | GYÖR – HUNGARY 47° 41' N, 17° 38' E |
BRATISLAVA – SLOVAKIA 48° 09' N, 17° 09' E | Poznań– POLAND 52° 24' N, 16° 55' E | MladÁ Boleslav – Czech Republic 50° 25' N, 14° 54' E | BOLOGNA – ITALY 44° 30' N, 11° 21' E | THEIKENMEER – GERMANY NORTH 52° 50' N, 7° 37' E | Ingolstadt – GERMANY SOUTH 48° 45' N, 11° 25' E | BARCELONA – SPAIN 41° 24' N, 02° 10' E | CREWE – GREAT BRITAIN 53° 04'

Spain

Barcelona – Spain 41° 24' N, 02° 10' e

| JOHANNESBURG – SOUTH AFRICA 26° 12' s, 28° 04' E | ANDÉRAMBOUKANE – Mali 15° 25' N, 03° 01' E | ANTARTICA 71° 57' S, 23° 21' E | ANCHIETA – BRAZIL 23° 41' S, 46°
02° 27' w | | PALMELA – PORTUGAL 38° 34' N, 08° 54' w | ADDIS ABEBA – ETHIOPIA 09° 01' N, 38° 45' E |
|
|
|
|
' W PACHECO – ARGENTINA 32° 57' S, 60° 40' E BONAIRE – LESSER ANTILLES 12° 11' N, 68° 16' E MORROCOY PARK – VENEZUELA 10° 51' N, 68° 18' W Chattanooga – USA east 35° 02' N, 85° 18' W | PUEBLA – MEXICO 19° 03' N, 98° 13' W | PALO ALTO – USA West 37° 26' N, 122° 08' W | Sydney – AUSTRALIA 33° 51' S, 151° 12' E | NAGOYA – JAPAN 35°
’ N, 136° 55' E | SHANGHAI – CHINA 31° 14' N, 121° 29' E | PUNE – India 18° 31' N, 73° 51' E | NETANJA – ISRAEL 32° 20' N, 34° 51' E | GEBZE – TURKEY 40° 48' N, 29° 26' E | KALUGA – RUSSIA 54° 32' N, 36° 16' E | STOCKHOLM – SWEDEN 59° 20' N, 18° 03' | GYÖR – HUNGARY 47° 41' N, 17° 38' E | BRATISLAVA – SLOVAKIA 48° 09' N, 17° 09' E | Poznań – POLAND

° 24' N, 16° 55' E | MladÁ Boleslav – Czech Republic 50° 25' N, 14° 54' E | BOLOGNA – ITALY 44° 30' N, 11° 21' E | THEIKENMEER – GERMANY NORTH 52° 50' N, 7° 37' E | Ingolstadt – GERMANY SOUTH 48° 45' N, 11° 25' E | BARCELONA – SPAIN 41° 24' N, 02° 10' E | CREWE – GREAT BRITAIN 53° 04' N, 02° 27' w | PALMELA – PORTUGAL 38° 34' N, 08° 54' w

SEAT
Companies and brands:

Volkswagen Navarra,
Gearbox del Prat
Production sites:
Martorell, Barcelona,
Pamplona, Prat
Employees:
17,246
Products: 	cars, motors,
components
Deliveries:
212,549

1

Electrifying a city

2

Fine particulates, poor air quality, sooty buildings. A massive problem for many cities;
SEAT wants to solve it in Barcelona using electromobility.
Renaturalisation

In Alcaraz in Southern Spain, Volkswagen plants
17 trees for each Polo BlueMotion sold in Spain.
As a result, a once deforested area is again providing habitats for many plants and animals. The car
manufacturer is co-operating with WWF Spain,
the Spanish ministry of the environment, and the
UN Environmental Programme, which has listed
the Volkswagen engagement in its “Plant for the
Planet: Billion Tree Campaign”.

T

he Sagrada Familia has been under construc

The city is responding with the LIVE pilot project

Sagrada Familia
Basilica in Barcelona

tion since 1882. Designed by Antonio Gaudi in

(LIVE stands for logistical implementation of elec

the neo-Catalonian style, the church is one of Bar

tric vehicles). SEAT has been on board from the

celona’s biggest tourist attractions. But the ravages

word go. “We are a founder member and one of the

of time have not spared the Roman Catholic Basili

economic driving forces behind the project,” ex

ca, consecrated by Pope Benedict in 2010. Anyone

plains Santi Castellà, director of electromobility at

entering the building via the Passion Façade soon

the popular Spanish motor manufacturer. “We’ve

notices the stonework is no longer in tip-top con

been researching electric cars for a long time and

1 Talking shop about electromobility:
Volkswagen executive Javier Garcia Sanz
in 2009 with former Spanish minister
of industry Miguel Sebastian talking about
the new Seat Leon TwinDrive Ecomotive

dition. Various airborne pollutants, in particular

even presented the SEAT Leon TwinDrive as early

2 High ranking visitors: José Manuel Soria,

industrial and car exhaust gases, have turned rain

as 2009, a pure electric car.”

Spain’s minister of industry, visits Seat in
2012 to find out more about electromobility

The initiative of the Catalonian capital came at

3 Rail comes first: Seat is transporting
more of its vehicles by rail and is
proactively engaged in the integration of
Europe’s railways

3

into sulphuric acid and are having a caustic effect
on the religious edifice.

just the right time. “We’ve made huge progress
SEAT is helping the city of Barcelona to deal with

with our electric cars, but we now need to gather

the problem’s root cause. The overall goal is to

valuable experience. LIVE gives us a framework

turn Barcelona on to electromobility. The fine-

in which to do that and help the city of Barcelona

provides TwinDrive cars, as well as technical and

The project is more than just a pilot run for electric

particulate pollution in the inner city has been a

at the same time,” adds Castellà. SEAT is involved

financial support.

cars; it is also intended to allow concurrent draft

thorn in the side of the city elders for many years.

in the project in a number of ways. The company

IDEAS Management

Climate protection
The SEAT plant in Martorell has prioritised the
reduction of carbon emissions. Team CO2 was created specifically for this purpose: its members
are redoubling efforts to reduce the emission of
greenhouse gases. Thanks to their work, the plant
now saves 750 tonnes CO2 annually. The experts
have also been active in production and helped
reduce CO2 emissions by 1500 tonnes per annum.

Solar energy

ing of an infrastructure plan as the basis for mas
One special aspect of LIVE: SEAT has joined forces

sive scale usage of this new drive technology. The

with energy giant Endesa and the Catalonian En

ideas range from free parking with integrated solar

ergy Institute to ensure electromobility turns into a

charging stations through to tax breaks when buy

long-term breakthrough. Everyone is learning from

ing electric cars as well as reduced road toll charges.

the other in this unique public-private partnership;

249 public charging stations are already in place
with more planned. The project is also gaining pace

“An exciting project, from
which all can benefit”

Whoever achieves something special in environmental protection receives Volkswagen’s internal
environment protection award. The objective
is to give prizes for all helpful ideas or activities
originating from staff members in the field of resource conservation. Volkswagen Navarra was the
first plant overall to be presented with the much
sought after honour in 2008. The Spanish plant
won thanks to a staff member’s idea to develop a
device for recycling putty materials.

SEAT presents three Leon TwinDrives: Ramón Paredes, Vice-president for Governmental and
InstitutionalRelations delivers the keys to Sònia Recasens, Barcelona City Hall second Deputy Mayor

in other areas. In October 2010 Barcelona hosted the
EMXGP, the electric car grand prix. This was imme
diately followed by the Zero Carbon Conference in
this Mediterranean metropolis.

teething problems are quickly dealt with. “Our Twin

“I am very pleased to see how our visions are gradu

Drive concept is pretty much ideal for a city like Bar

ally coming about. A truly exciting pilot project from

celona. The electric motor is zero emission, while

which all can benefit,” thinks Castellà. “Sure, we

at the same time the required infrastructure for

are still at the starting line. But maybe this will pro

operationsis easier to provide in a city,” emphasises

vide the basis for future urban car transport com

e-mobility proponent Castellà.

pletely free of emissions.”

One of the main arguments for taking a holiday in
Spain is now being exploited by SEAT and MAN: the
sun. The Spanish car manufacturer has covered an
area of 320,000 square metres at six solar power
stations to generate 13 million kWh per annum and
by so doing saves around 6,200 tonnes CO2 per year.
In Andalusia, southern Spain, MAN is exploiting the
3000 hours of sunshine available per year. The highly efficient Andasol 3 solar power station has 312
collector rows capable of providing 200,000 people
with natural power every year. MAN Diesel & Turbo
supplied the high efficiency turbines.
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charity

Bentley also supports those willing to change with

well used by Bentley staff. And those who do without

other incentives too. Software was introduced to

all forms of equipment and simply walk or jog, they

help staff join existing car sharing groups and cre

have the use of changing facilities and showers.

ate new car sharer groups. All car sharers can ac
cess an emergency taxi if a driver is incapacitated

The programme’s success justifies the prestigious

for some reason. Yet the favourite is probably the

motor manufacturer’s efforts. 11 per cent of the

bike-to-work option.

workforce now travel to work by bike. A remark
able figure when one considers that in Great Brit

The fact that the creative talents of Bentley’s designers go far beyond those directly related to the
creation of luxury cars has been unequivocally demonstrated since 2001 at the “Bentley Styling and
Design Art Project”. Encouraged by Bentley designer
Rich Gilmartin, true works of art have resulted –
which are then donated by the inspired staff to the
Christie Cancer Hospital in Manchester, a special oncology clinic, which also treated Gilmartin’s mother.
The photographs, sculptures and pictures produced
by the Bentley designers have generated more than
GBP 100,000 for the hospital. The funds from the
Bentley auctions helped in the creation of a patient
treatment centre.

In order to have decent bikes, Bentley introduced a

ain the average for those biking to work is only two

scheme to make bicycles affordable – a programme

per cent. Use of car sharing has also boomed, adds

great britain
Crewe

Bentley Motors Ltd.
Production sites:
Employees:
Products:
Deliveries:

Crewe
3500
cars, motors
408,875

Market Street in Crewe,
ca. 1960

Mark Taylor, who emphasises that almost a quar
ter of the workforce now use the car-pool option.

“Good for the cycle shops
in town”

Bentley’s engagement was also praised as a textbook example by environmental organisations; an
accolade which has helped Bentley position itself

which received government tax incentives. “A
Bentley Boys demonstrate their environmental and health awareness: “Never been so fit”

Glorious revolution

as one of Great Britain’s more responsible car

1.5 million kilometres we would previously have

manufacturers.

travelledby car, and so many tonnes of CO2,” he says,
adding one more reason for leaving the car at home:

minimal amount was docked from wages,” reports
Kevin Bratt, one of the Green Travel bike-riding

Kevin Bratt, also a cyclist, is all for Bentley’s idea

“Since I started cycling to work, I am as fit as I’ve

pioneers. “That was used to buy good bicycles and

on first principles: “Obviously, we are particularly

been for a long time.” Bratt thinks it is a great idea:

all necessary equipment. I did not have to do a thing

proud of the fact that we have saved more than

good for the company, good for the staff and good for

Liverpool. For many, the car commuter was simply

myself.” Modern bicycle parking build

the environment. What’s more, he thinks it wasn’t

part of life; so much so that alternatives were never

ings are also part of the strategy and are

bad for the cycle shops in Crewe, either.

even considered. Bentley’s answer to this situation

2

is the “Green Travel” programme – a nationwide

Bentley is encouraging its staff to leave their cars at home.
The Green Travel programme is a small but intelligent contribution to
global climateprotection. The message is: everyone can do something.

T

pioneering commuter initiative. The idea: staff save

1

volunteering

fuel and minimise CO2 emissions on their journeys
to and from work whilst simultaneously reducing the
travel time where possible, and relieving traffic con
gestion in Crewe into the bargain.

ry telling an employee who’s been working

local football club, Crewe Alexander, is in the third

How did Bentley manage to motivate employees

at Bentley for thirty years, who’s heart and

division and is famous throughout the country, not

to rethink their commuting habits? “We started

soul for building motorcars, that he should come

only because it’s in Bentley’s home town. A crater

by introducing a Green Travel prize draw for the

to work on foot or by bike,” says Christine Gaskell

on Mars has even been named after the town. Crewe

first few years,” explains Mark Taylor, responsible

with a smile, adding: “Hard to believe, but people

might not be very big but one thing it definitely is:

for internal communications and also tasked with

are rethinking.” Despite all opposition, Gaskell,

a traffic bottleneck. This has to do with the town’s

implementing the Green Travel programme. “Eve

personnel director at the traditional British motor

close historical ties with the railway. Level cross

rybody who joined a car sharing scheme or went to

manufacturer, and her team achieved exactly that,

ings and narrow bridges built in the 19th century are

work on foot or bike collected points. Those with

back in 2004.

barriers to smoothly flowing traffic. In addition, the

four points took part in weekly and monthly draws.

majority of Bentley’s 3,500 employees have to cross

The demand was huge. It turned a few idealists into

Bentley has been based since 1946 in Crewe, just

town to get to work. Some live close by, others com

an entire movement: today we don’t need the prize

south of Manchester, in the county of Cheshire. The

mute from nearby cities, such as Manchester and

draws anymore.”

3

1    Legendary Bentley Boy: portrait of Le Mans
winner, Sir Tim Birkin
2 Very British: Bentley is purveyor of cars
to the Royal Family
3 “Working for a good cause: footballer Salomon
Kalou and boxer David Haye visit Bentley

59 Bentley employees donated 2000 working
hours as voluntary helpers while production was
temporarily idle during the economic crisis to help
St. Luke’s Hospice, located near the plant. The members of the workforce have been supporting the organisation whenever possible for many years. Recently their helping hands were used to renovate
the hospice’s old Routemaster bus and installed a
luxury Bentley interior. The on-board charity shop
in the bus, nicknamed “Luke”, can now help collect
and generate donations for the hospice.
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PORTUGAL
Palmela

Volkswagen Autoeuropa
Production sites:
Employees:
Products:
Deliveries:

Investing in people’s minds
Volkswagen’s ATEC training centre not only revolutionised the dual education and
training system in Portugal, it also initiated a sustainable improvement in the quality
of supplied products. A gain for the region, partners and customers.

F

rom the international airport of Portela, you

Palmela is also the home of the Volkswagen Scirocco,

Bosch to establish the ATEC training centre. The ob

leave Portugal’s capital Lisbon via the im

the model which stands out in particular because of

jective was to create the basis for training in accord

pressive Punte de Vasco da Gama bridge over the

its progressive design. Less obvious, but no less wor

ance with German standards and to make better in

River Tejo to reach the Setúbal peninsula. After a

thy of note, is another hallmark of the Portuguese

tegrated use of existing synergies.

few more kilometres you’re in Palmela. It is in the

plant: that of outstanding teamwork. The interplay

town’s business park that Portugal’s automobile

between suppliers and car builders is always cru

The plans, details of which were even perused with

heart is beating: it is home to the Volkswagen Au

cial: in 2004 Volkswagen chose to attempt a new

great interest during the foundation process by the

toeuropa factory and the adjacent production facili

approach in Palmela. That was when the company

then respective national presidents, Johannes Rau

ties of many supply companies.

joined forces with famous names like Siemens and

in Germany and Jorge Sampaio in Portugal, have

Over the rooftops
of Palmela

Environment protection

long since turned into reality. Every year, ATEC

ATEC in Palmela is a Portuguese showpiece educational project

trains and qualifies staff for the companies located
in the Autoeuropa industrial park. “We have a high

Social Charter

The declaration on social rights and industrial
relations guarantees minimum social standards
and individual equality throughout the world of
Volkswagen – an unparalleled charter of global
social responsibility within the car industry
up to the present day. Volkswagen guarantees,
amongst other things, that its workers in the
plants are entitled to form unions, it will not use
child labour, will comply with national standards
for health and safety protection, that all forms
of forced labour are prohibited, persons will be
treated equally irrespective of gender, nationality, religion, ethnic or social origin and will be
paid a fair wage.

training standard, which is true in all sectors of staff
development,” emphasises Sandra Neves, director
of the beacon institution in Portugal. The German
dual education and training system implemented at

1 High skill levels: Autoeuropa not only invests
in its own trainees
2 Good neighbourliness: the ATEC education and
training centre lies in the middle of Volkswagen
Autoeuropa suppliers’ park
3 Production celebration at Volkswagen Autoeuropa
plant: the 100,000th Scirocco rolls off the line

1
2

3

Palmela
3620
cars
35,812

local companies in conjunction with theory taught

personnelfor our suppliers too – personnel who sat

at ATEC is a key pillar to this success. ATEC also co-

isfy Volkswagen’s stringent demands.” The intention

operates with companies like Volkswagen in areas

was always to provide qualifications for the national

such as staff training and further qualification.

and international market, and not solely for in-house

During the planning phase of the Palmela plant,
special attention was focused on environmental protection, as is the case for all new sites. All
pipelines which might be used to transport toxic
substances are located above ground; all underground tanks are fitted with reinforced walls and
leakage detectors. In addition to groundwater
protection, Volkswagen Autoeuropa also prioritised resource-conserving waste management.
The packaging of car components is used repeatedly. Any residual waste is separated and recycled.

Health Care

use, explains Hoffmann.

This showpiece project benefits
the structurally weak region overall

ATEC director Sandra Neves is of
the same opinion. “It is the small
and medium-sized enterprises,
which actually collaborate almost

Volkswagen is the main sponsors of the training centre

exclusively with Volkswagen, that gain most when they

adjacent to its plant. Since Europe’s number one car

can recruit good employees. Their products improve

company christened the institution it has attracted an

thanks to the know-how of new, highly qualified staff.

astonishing number of trainees who, after completion

And that in turn benefits Volkswagen Autoeuropa.”

of the three-year course programme, often move to
jobs in the supply industry rather than the V
 olkswagen

It is also true that the transfer of knowledge initi

plant. Jürgen Hoffmann, HR manager at Volkswagen

ated by Volkswagen is worthwhile. In addition to

Autoeuropa and ATEC president, is not too despond

Volkswagen customers, who benefit from top qual

ent about that situation: “When we created ATEC,

ity cars, above all this structurally weak region also

we deliberately sought to provide qualificationsfor

gains from the ATEC showpiece project.

With an attendance rate of 98.7 per cent, the Autoeuropa plant in Palmela has the lowest sickness
rate of all Volkswagen’s European sites. This is no
coincidence, because the Portuguese subsidiary
invests a great deal of effort in protecting and improving the health of its employees. Part of the story is the organisation of work into teams of up to
20 persons, who bear responsibility for maintaining work quality, budget and cleanliness – boosting motivation and keeping absenteeism low.
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Addis Abeba

Ethiopia
MAN Truck & Bus

recruit enough young mechanics in time, mainly

donated to the college. The company also arranges

because of the efforts of the Kality Vocational Train

for MAN expertise to be used in training the teach

ing College (VTC) and MAN.

ers on site.

In 2008 the Bavarian-based company had the fore

College director Tsegaye Feleke is enthusiastic

sight to enter a co-operation agreement with SOS

about his students’ technical know-how. “We re

Children’s Village International, which also sup

ceive lots of positive feedback from the companies.

ports the college as an education and training facil

The biggest advantages of the partnership between

Ethiopian Highlands

SOS Children’s Villages, ourselves and MAN are the

Excellent job prospects
around and about MAN

excellent job prospects around and about MAN,” re
ports the educational director.

Richard Pichler, general secretary of SOS Chil
A classic win-win situation. MAN dealers such as

dren’s Villages International. “This co-operation

Berhane Gidey can recruit qualified mechanics,

will expand the offers available at the vocational

ity. Since that time, MAN has made it possible for

disadvantaged youths gain a realistic career oppor

training centre and open up more opportunities to

youths from difficult family backgrounds to take a

tunity. The successes speak for themselves and are

the young people in our care.”

three-year vocational training course – for example

an inspiration to everyone. There are many reasons

as car mechanic.

why all concerned are already looking at ways of
expanding the activities. “We are happy that MAN

Smiling young mechanics: MAN sponsors
the Vocational Training College (VTC) in Kality

“We fund this showpiece project to the tune of Euro

does more than just cover the operating costs for

200,000 per annum. But that is not all,” explains

the vocational training centre, but also supports

Helping SOS Children’s villages

Björn Loose, marketing director at
MAN, referring to other elements
in the company’s engagement. For

Starting a big
stone rolling

2

example tools, machines and ex
the capital city. And he is a prime example of suc

hibits for training purposes were

cessful CSR engagement.
Gidey had been having trouble recruiting young

1

staff for some time. “You try and find a trained truck
mechanic who knows about modern MAN technol
ogy,” says the 40-year old. “In Ethiopia the economy

CSR can be so simple. Just add one and one, keep the core business
in mind and create a win-win situation with careful promotion
activities. In Addis Abeba MAN demonstrates CSR in the field of
education and training.

I

the new course of automotive electronics,” says

is booming right now. My company is expanding
because buildings are going up everywhere. So the
search for good personnel is almost one of survival.”
3

Sure enough: In Addis Abeba, located at an eleva
tion of 2000 metres, it is not only new districts and
industrial areas which are being built. Just recently

f you ever go to Addis Abeba, Ethiopia’s lively

grey suit, short hair, is totally focused on trucks

one of Africa’s largest and most modern airport ter

capital city, and see a turquoise-blue truck, you

bearing the three letters MAN. He is a MAN dealer

minals opened. The textile industry is investing in

can be pretty certain that it was on Berhane Gidey’s

and master of an estimated 6,000 BHP, which he

new production facilities. Gidey’s turquoise MAN

yard at some time. Gidey, a man of medium stature,

distributes to his customers in a business park in

fleet is on the road 24/7. His company was able to

1 Well manned cockpit: trainees in
a MAN truck
2 Training as car mechanics:

helping young persons at the vocational
training college
3 Addis Abeba revival: the Ethiopian
capital welcomes visitors to an African
boom town

Since 2011, employees in the MAN group have been
able to help personally and support an SOS Children’s Villages project. The emphasis here is on
sustainability: every project is carefully selected in
dialogue with the SOS Children’s Villages organisation in order to identify actual need and so help
effectively over the long term. After the Tsunami
disaster in Japan, MAN also supported the local organisation with immediate relief. SOS took action
locally to help traumatised children and provided
several hundred families with accommodation for
three months.

You can help too!
Sponsor a child, a village or simply donate.
Your help can make the difference.
Check out, what you can do:
www.sos-childrensvillages.org/What-you-can-do
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The 2010 Football World Cup also generated benefits for
poor children in South Africa. A Volkswagen workforce initiative
uses the educational aspects of sport.

N
Every third adult on the Eastern Cape is out of
work. Many people live in corrugated tin shacks
with no electricity or water. Volkswagen South
Africa is very much aware of the social problems
outside of its factory gates. So the Volkswagen
Community Trust was established in 1998, funded
by Volkswagen to the tune of some Euro 300,000
per annum.
This trust focuses on many problems. In the
health sector, it works to prevent Aids and support Aids orphans. It is also active in tuberculosis diagnostics and early education to help avoid
teenage pregnancies.
Based on the conviction that education is the
pathway to solve many of South Africa’s social
problems, the trust also sponsors nursery schools
and teacher further training, a mobile library
(Rallyto Read) and scholarship programmes.
Another area of activity of the Volkswagen Community Trust is boosting employment. Disadvantaged groups within the population, in particular
women, are trained or educated and introduced
to employment. The trust also finances school
building and helps unemployed persons work in
farming, where they can earn regular wages.
Ultimately though, nothing happens in South
Africa without sports. In recognition of this, the
trust is trying use the country’s fascination for
football and sport to foster social integration,
getting the youths of East Cape off the streets to
make better use of their free time.

ear the Drill Hall, in one of Johannesburg’s

throw balls here. Until recently the grounds were

less affluent, more insecure inner-city areas,

fenced off by rusty wire. That only changed thanks

there is a dusty patch of ground. Children and youths

to the “A chance to play” initiative, sponsored by

of various ages, some in school uniform, kick and

the Volkswagen Group Works Council. The idea for

Well played: The Volkswagen Group Works Council’s
“A chance to play” project is helping to create
prospects for children and youths in South Africa

Uitenhage

Volkswagen of South Africa
Production sites:

Delicate shoots of hope
between tin shacks
Volkswagen community trust

South
Africa

Uitenhage, 		
Olifantsfontein,
Pinetown
Employees:
4671
Products: 	cars, motors,
components
Deliveries:
99,407

1

3

4

1 A strong team: sport encourages
and empowers youngsters
2 “A chance to play” has helped

30,000 children to date

Table Mountain at Cape Town

3 For more than 10 years the
Volkswagen workforce has been
co-operatingwith terre des hommes
to help street kids
4 Role models: the VfL Wolfsburg
football team supports this
ambitious project

the project was triggered by the huge upsurge of en

wise they would simply “hang around on the streets

back from an afternoon of play, they are completely

thusiasm for football throughout the country in the

and go off the rails.”

different,” are the words of one primary school di

run-up to the 2010 World Cup.

rector, “they take part in teaching with new vigour.”
For more than ten years now, the Volkswagen work

Even notorious truants have found their way back

“A chance to play” is creating play and sporting op

force has joined forces with child relief organisa

into school thanks to this approach.

portunities for boys and girls in the poorer districts.

tion terre des hommes to help street kids in South

Since 2008, sports grounds have either been built

Africa and elsewhere (“An hour for the future”).

from scratch or refurbished. Equipment has been

A great deal of money has been donated since then.

›› Further information: www.a-chance-to-play.org

The “A chance to play” programme,

“A Chance to Play” reaches
out to more than 30,000 kids

also supported by the VfL Wolfsburg
football team, has given this engage

protection of species

ment new impetus.

installed or repaired, training sessions and tourna

When children come to sport regularly, it is of

ments organised. The initiative is present above all

ten possible to offer them further-going help and

in the Eastern Cape, around the Volkswagen plant,

support: handicraft courses, transferring first vo

but also in the provinces of Gauteng, around Johan

cational skills, Aids education or how to deal with

nesburg, and in Limpopo in the north.

conflicts. “We are trying to foster and strengthen
the children’s hidden talents. They need to expe

Most of the kids here can only dream of a carefree

rience that they can do things and achieve things

childhood. Poverty and unemployment, sickness

despite their difficult circumstances,” says pro

and poor education are the norm. Many children

gramme co-ordinator Claudia Berker. Experts call

are Aids orphans, girls often victims of sexual vio

this empowerment.

lence. “The children come to me and tell me about
their problems,” says Elliot Hluthwa, “A chance to

Back in Johannesburg, Elliot is now also receiving

play” sports co-ordinator in Johannesburg. Other

support from some teachers. “When my kids come

Volkswagen of South Africa sponsors the Dyer Island Conservation Trust and is making a big contribution towards helping save penguins, white
sharks, seals, dolphins and whales – the “Big Five”
of the seas. Fuel-saving BlueMotion models are
donated to secure the mobility of the trust’s maritime research activities.
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Andéramboukane

Mali
Volkswagen Group

Three questions for
prof. georg Klute
What is so special about
the work of Tamat e.V. in Mali?
We always knew that if we
were going to do something,
then it would be different to conventional development aid. We work directly with each community
in question and have entered into sponsorship
agreements with them, avoiding intermediary organisations and in end effect opportunities for corruption. As a result, thanks to the very lean organisational structure, we can pass on not the usual 25
cents per donated Euro, but 80 – 85 cents directly
to the Tuareg.
Can you describe how your engagement
is sustainable?
In the project planning phase we think about
how can we use the money most effectively? So
we always try to promote the strongest and best
in the area, because they act as multipliers, and
can transfer what they have learned to others. For
example, we are currently helping some men to
train with a master-craftsman in Gao, the regional centre. The skills acquired can then be used at
home, for example, to build new wells and teach
others in the process.
Recently Tuareg insurrections in Mali made the
news. What is the relationship between the Tuareg
supported through your initiative and the rebels?
None of the partners Tamat e.V. works with were
involved in the recent uprising. On the contrary,
our most important partner is the mayor of a
rural community and as such a representative of
the Malian state. With our help he has given aid
to thousands of Malian refugees and contributed
at a political level to securing their safety in the
neighbouring country of Niger.
“Tamat e. V. – Freunde der Tuareg”
Office München:
Kiefernstraße 28, 81549 München
Phone: (089) 65 12 23 33
Fax: (089) 65 12 23 34
E-Mail: tuareghilfe@tamat-ev.org
Internet: www.tamat-ev.org
Donation account: TAMAT e.V.
HypoVereinsbank München
Bank code: 700 202 70
Account: 3 22 666 22
IBAN: DE37 7002 0270 0032 2666 22
SWIFT: HYVEDEMMXXX

sold. After a successful harvest the stocks can then

to help on a sustainable basis. In 2004 they set up the

be replenished less expensively. A huge project for

Tamat – derived from the tamat tree, the umbrella

the community of 11,000 inhabitants stricken by

thorn acacia, one of Africa’s hallmarks – and have

drought and desertification. They would never have

since then provided relief for the hard-pressed

made it alone. But together with the “Tamat e.V. –

Tuareg tribes by helping them to help

Friends of the Tuareg” organisation it proved pos

themselves. The priority is given to ex

sible. For the helpers in Germany it was the “largest

istential aspects, such as water, food,

and riskiest project to date,” explains the Bayreuth-

health and education. Volkswagen has

based ethnologist and chairman of the charity,

continued to commit aid to the Tuareg relief

Prof. Georg Klute, not without a touch of pride.

project, taking on the sponsorship of a school for
a ten-year period, provid

The new enlarged school in Annou Zagréne: the number of classrooms
has doubled, providing space for more than 180 children up to class six

“The grain bank in Andéramboukane is
the largest and riskiest project to date”

Water for
the desert riders

ing funding not only for new
classrooms and teachers but

sation chairman Prof. Kluge. Because of the tense

also to buy a flock of goats

situation, the organisation is focusing its current ac

and a herd of camels for the

tivities on Andéramboukane at the border between

school. The Volkswagen mag

Mali and Niger. The members of Tamat and all do

In 2002, Volkswagen, as an expression of thanks for

azine joined in by organising a major fund-raising

nors are kept up-to-date using reports and photos;

the inspirational name, built two schools in the Tu

campaign and many Volkswagen importers have

communications are still intact. Problems are dis

areg tribal area between Sahel and Sahara: in Tinne

also joined the network of helpers.

cussed with Aroudeiny and other trusted partners,

sako and Anouzagréne. Encouraged by the success,

Tamat charity e.V. supports the nomadic Tuareg people of
North Africa. Volkswagen, too, provides help for self-help.

and projects agreed. Such as the recent co-operation

Prof. Klute and other comrades-in-arms, such as

The Tamat team can’t monitor progress themselves

with mastercraftsman Francois Damien, who lives

Volkswagen’s Jürgen Osmer, chose not be satisfied

at the moment. “The security situation has deterio

in the regionalcapital of Gao and is a specialist for

with just a one-off action. They decided to continue

rated since 2003; more than 30 tourists have been

drinking water supplies. Using special techniques he

kidnapped in the area. With the

uses plastic water pipes to deliver clean drinking wa

arrival of local terrorists associ

ter to many farms. A huge leap forward for the region.

1

A

Farming in the
savannah

ated with Al-Qaeda, it is simply

2

too dangerous; we have not been

There’s still much to do for Aroudeiny and his

there since 2008,” regrets organi

comrades in Tamat. The pot of tea is heating up

roudeiny Ag Hamatou casts a pensive eye at

Niger: the tribe’s total territory covers an area equal

the slowly sinking desert sun; on the edge of

to that of Central Europe. The sparsely populated

because tea drinking is of almost ceremonial im

the horizon the only trace left of the pick-up racing

homelands lack even the most basic of necessities,

portance for the Tuareg. The two buyers of grain

away is a cloud of dust. The imposing Malian, stand

such as clean drinking water. Many of the nomads,

ing tall in a long, exotically coloured cloak, has just

known as the “Blue knights of the desert,” because

and the grain bank has been replenished for the

sent two of his best men to Niger, the neighbouring

of their preference for indigo turbans, are being

coming year. The successful project initiated by

country, where it is now harvest time, to buy millet

forced to settle down – the harsh natural environ

Volkswagencan continue.

and rice for the grain store at Andéramboukane.

ment is gradually proving unable to support the no
madic lifestyle.

Aroudeiny is not only mayor of the community, he
is also an important tribal chief of the Tuareg, a

The grain bank was Aroudeiny’s idea. In order to

nomadic tribe living in an area straddling the three

have some control over the extremely volatile grain

countries of Mali, Niger and Algeria. The name of

market outside of the harvesting periods and com

the tribe is the inspiration for Volkswagen’s suc

pensate for high price peaks, he suggested creat

cessful off-roader – the Touareg. Three million

ing a store from which the main staples of millet

Tuareg populate the desert lands between Mali and

and rice could be taken throughout the year and

3

have returned from Niger – they were successful

4
1 Classic: the indigo cloaks of the Tuareg – not for
nothing are they called the “Blue knights of the desert”
2 Necessity: Tamat has also provided the schools
with necessary inventory. The Tuareg are proud
of their schools
3 Vital: whether for nomads or those who have
settled down – water wells create the basis for life
4 Digging deep: building wells
in the Sahel zone of Mali
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Princess-Elisabeth-Station

dney – AUSTRALIA 33° 51' S, 151° 12' E | NAGOYA – JAPAN 35° 10' N, 136° 55' E | SHANGHAI – CHINA 31° 14' N, 121° 29' E | PUNE – India 18° 31' N, 73° 51' E | NETANJA – ISRAEL 32° 20' N, 34° 51' E | GEBZE – TURKEY 40° 48' N, 29° 26' E | KALUGA – RUSSIA 54° 32' N, 36° 16' E | STOCKHOLM – SWEDEN 59° 20' N, 18° 03' E | GYÖR – HUNGARY 47° 41' N, 17° 38' E |
BRATISLAVA – SLOVAKIA 48° 09' N, 17° 09' E | Poznań– POLAND 52° 24' N, 16° 55' E | MladÁ Boleslav – Czech Republic 50° 25' N, 14° 54' E | BOLOGNA – ITALY 44° 30' N, 11° 21' E | THEIKENMEER – GERMANY NORTH 52° 50' N, 7° 37' E | Ingolstadt – GERMANY SOUTH 48° 45' N, 11° 25' E | BARCELONA – SPAIN 41° 24' N, 02° 10' E | CREWE – GREAT BRITAIN
| JOHANNESBURG – SOUTH AFRICA 26° 12' s, 28° 04' E | ANDÉRAMBOUKANE – Mali 15° 25' N, 03° 01' E | ANTARTICA 71° 57' S, 23° 21' E | ANCHIETA – BRAZIL 23° 41' S, 46° 32' W
° 04' N, 02° 27' w | | PALMELA – PORTUGAL 38° 34' N, 08° 54' w | ADDIS ABEBA – ETHIOPIA 09° 01' N, 38° 45' E |

ANTARTICA 71° 57' S, 23° 20' e

PACHECO – ARGENTINA 32° 57' S, 60° 40' E | BONAIRE – LESSER ANTILLES 12° 11' N, 68° 16' E | MORROCOY PARK – VENEZUELA 10° 51' N, 68° 18' W | Chattanooga – USA east 35° 02' N, 85° 18' W | PUEBLA – MEXICO 19° 03' N, 98° 13' W | PALO ALTO – USA West 37° 26' N, 122° 08' W | Sydney – AUSTRALIA 33° 51' S, 151° 12' E | NAGOYA – JAPAN 35° 10’
136° 55' E | SHANGHAI – CHINA 31° 14' N, 121° 29' E | PUNE – India 18° 31' N, 73° 51' E | NETANJA – ISRAEL 32° 20' N, 34° 51' E | GEBZE – TURKEY 40° 48' N, 29° 26' E | KALUGA – RUSSIA 54° 32' N, 36° 16' E | STOCKHOLM – SWEDEN 59° 20' N, 18° 03' | GYÖR – HUNGARY 47° 41' N, 17° 38' E | BRATISLAVA – SLOVAKIA 48° 09' N, 17° 09' E | Poznań – POLAND
° 24' N, 16° 55' E | MladÁ Boleslav – Czech Republic 50° 25' N, 14° 54' E | BOLOGNA – ITALY 44° 30' N, 11° 21' E | THEIKENMEER – GERMANY NORTH 52° 50' N, 7° 37' E | Ingolstadt – GERMANY SOUTH 48° 45' N, 11° 25' E | BARCELONA – SPAIN 41° 24' N, 02° 10' E | CREWE – GREAT BRITAIN 53° 04' N, 02° 27' w | PALMELA – PORTUGAL 38° 34' N, 08° 54' w

ANTARTICA
D´Ieteren Auto

2

DiD you Know that …

… the highest mountain in Antarctica is Mount Vinson, reaching 4,892 metres?
… there are around 70 lakes under the Antarctic ice?
The largest is Lake Vostok; it is also the habitat
which has been cut off from the rest of the world
for the longest time.
… the average annual temperature inland is -55 degrees Celsius?
… the Antarctic, although not a sovereign state,
has its own country-specific domain name, ending “.aq”?

An eco-building at the
end of the world
The Princess Elisabeth Station is the most environmentally-friendly
research facility in Antarctica. With the help of Belgian Volkswagen
importer D’Ieteren the station is researching climatology, glaciology
and microbiology.

71

degrees, 57 minutes south and 23 degrees,

Queen Maud Land in Eastern Antarctica, and is the

20 minutes east. It’s cold - minus 32 de

first zero-emission research station in the earth’s

grees Celsius, according to the thermometer.

southernmost region. It took 100,000 man-hours

There’s an icy wind blowing. The view is of a mo

spread over five years to plan the station, secure its

notonous white ice desert. The massive hills of

funding and build it.

… the sun shines 24 hours a day during the Antarctic summer?

the Utsteinen mountain ridge

… in 1983 the Soviet Vostok station recorded a temperature of – 89.2 degrees Celsius, the lowest
temperature ever measured on the earth?

est neighbours are at Novolaz

… there are oases in the ice desert of the Antarctic?
These are regions free of ice, like the Bunger
oasis located on the Knox coast in the west of
Wilkes Land.

delineate the horizon. The near
erevskaja and Shaw stations, both

“The station has the goal of zero
emissions - same as Volkswagen”

hundreds of kilometres away. The

1

Greetings from the end of the world

4

1 Ice samples tell us much about the
earth’s climatic history
2 The Princess Elisabeth Station is the
prototype of an environmentally-friendly
research facility
3 Tough conditions: even at minus

30 degrees, people are in action in the
cause of science
4 Lazy bones: Unlike this seal, the
scientists suffer from research stresses

Contact
International Polar Foundation:
www.polarfoundation.org
Princess-Elisabeth-Station:
www.antarcticstation.org

environmentalcompatibility was always a priority

Hubert, the founder and president of the Interna

researching climate change and demonstrating a

during every phase of planning,” explains Thierry

tional Polar Foundation, and the Belgian Polar Sec

resource-conserving lifestyle.” D’Ieteren CEO van

van Kan, CEO of D’Ieteren Auto, about the decision

retariat, want the measures taken to adapt to local

Kan also sees parallels with Volkswagen: “The Prin

to join the project. Especially bearing in mind that in

difficulties to become a role model for us all and

cess Elisabeth Station has the goal of zero emis

also illustrate to their home country the necessity of

sions. It’s no different at Volkswagen.”

Princess Elisabeth Antarctica Polar Research Sta

Amundsen and Scott could only have dreamed of

the fragile environment of Antarctica, even organic

tion is operated by the Belgian Polar Secretariat in

this kind of facility in the no-man’s land of Antarc

waste takes many years to decompose. In addition,

tica. The station appears to float like a space ship

power is generally from diesel generators. One of the

on pillars, perched at a height of 1,400 metres on

reasons why research stations are once again being

a mountain ridge. The station, named after the

criticised by environmental campaigners.

… the Antarctic even has its own currency? The Antarctic dollar is, however, not official, but is a collectors’ series issued by the Antarctica Overseas
Exchange Office.

3

daughter born on 26 October 2001to the heir to the

… Antarctic resources – such as oil, gas, minerals –
cannot be mined or exploited? The Antarctic treaty, which expires in 2041, prohibits such activities.
… on 7 February 1821 John Davis, a seal hunter, was
the first man to set foot on the continent?
… Roald Amundsen, the first man to the South Pole,
lost his life when he headed into the Arctic in
1928 as the leader of a search and rescue mission
to find Umberto Nobile, an Italian whose airship
had crashed?

Belgian throne, Prince Philippe of Belgium and

But not so in the case of the Princess Elisabeth Sta

his wife Princess Mathilde, has space for up to 20

tion. In Queen Maud Land the wind is very depend

scientists. They research various fields both within

able and in the summer months the sun shines 24

and without the station, including meteorology, mi

hours a day; so engineers developed a hybrid power

crobiology, glaciology, and the earth’s magnetism.

station. 108 solar modules on the roof of the sta

Reflecting the significance of Antarctica for the

tion and nine wind turbines ensure that electricity

global climate, one of the research focuses is also

is generated in harmony with nature. More than

climate change.

that: the hot water supply is heated in part by solar
collectors, while very effective thermal insulation

Futuristic: the Princess Elisabeth Station has
108 solar modules and nine wind turbines

The 25 million Euro polar station has been co-

means the station is a genuine green building in

sponsored from the start by Belgian Volkswagen

the middle of Antarctica. Mr van Kan sees the sig

importer D’Ieteren. “One thing that fascinates us

nificance of the project extending far further afield:

about this very prestigious Belgian project is that

“The scientists working with station director Alan
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dney – AUSTRALIA 33° 51' S, 151° 12' E | NAGOYA – JAPAN 35° 10' N, 136° 55' E | SHANGHAI – CHINA 31° 14' N, 121° 29' E | PUNE – India 18° 31' N, 73° 51' E | NETANJA – ISRAEL 32° 20' N, 34° 51' E | GEBZE – TURKEY 40° 48' N, 29° 26' E | KALUGA – RUSSIA 54° 32' N, 36° 16' E | STOCKHOLM – SWEDEN 59° 20' N, 18° 03' E | GYÖR – HUNGARY 47° 41' N, 17° 38' E |

BRATISLAVA – SLOVAKIA 48° 09' N, 17° 09' E | Poznań– POLAND 52° 24' N, 16° 55' E | MladÁ Boleslav – Czech Republic 50° 25' N, 14° 54' E | BOLOGNA – ITALY 44° 30' N, 11° 21' E | THEIKENMEER – GERMANY NORTH 52° 50' N, 7° 37' E | Ingolstadt – GERMANY SOUTH 48° 45' N, 11° 25' E | BARCELONA – SPAIN 41° 24' N, 02° 10' E | CREWE – GREAT BRITAIN 53° 04'
| JOHANNESBURG – SOUTH AFRICA 26° 12' s, 28° 04' E | ANDÉRAMBOUKANE – Mali 15° 25' N, 03° 01' E | ANTARTICA 71° 57' S, 23° 21' E | ANCHIETA – BRAZIL 23° 41' S, 46° 32' W
02° 27' w | | PALMELA – PORTUGAL 38° 34' N, 08° 54' w | ADDIS ABEBA – ETHIOPIA 09° 01' N, 38° 45' E |

Anchieta – BRAZIL 23° 41' S, 46° 32' W

PACHECO – ARGENTINA 32° 57' S, 60° 40' E | BONAIRE – LESSER ANTILLES 12° 11' N, 68° 16' E | MORROCOY PARK – VENEZUELA 10° 51' N, 68° 18' W | Chattanooga – USA east 35° 02' N, 85° 18' W | PUEBLA – MEXICO 19° 03' N, 98° 13' W | PALO ALTO – USA West 37° 26' N, 122° 08' W | Sydney – AUSTRALIA 33° 51' S, 151° 12' E | NAGOYA – JAPAN 35° 10’
136° 55' E | SHANGHAI – CHINA 31° 14' N, 121° 29' E | PUNE – India 18° 31' N, 73° 51' E | NETANJA – ISRAEL 32° 20' N, 34° 51' E | GEBZE – TURKEY 40° 48' N, 29° 26' E | KALUGA – RUSSIA 54° 32' N, 36° 16' E | STOCKHOLM – SWEDEN 59° 20' N, 18° 03' | GYÖR – HUNGARY 47° 41' N, 17° 38' E | BRATISLAVA – SLOVAKIA 48° 09' N, 17° 09' E | Poznań – POLAND
° 24' N, 16° 55' E | MladÁ Boleslav – Czech Republic 50° 25' N, 14° 54' E | BOLOGNA – ITALY 44° 30' N, 11° 21' E | THEIKENMEER – GERMANY NORTH 52° 50' N, 7° 37' E | Ingolstadt – GERMANY SOUTH 48° 45' N, 11° 25' E | BARCELONA – SPAIN 41° 24' N, 02° 10' E | CREWE – GREAT BRITAIN 53° 04' N, 02° 27' w | PALMELA – PORTUGAL 38° 34' N, 08° 54' w

São Paulo

Brazil

Volkswagen do Brasil

Mission: small footprint

The coaching sessions in the environmental hous

Bernardo do Campo, near the Anchieta plant, and

es are just one of many educational steps which

allows not only Volkswagen staff but also children

Daré and his team have prescribed for Volkswagen

from schools in the vicinity to learn in a playful way
about water and how to use this resource

A CHANCE TO PLAY

You always sweep your own doorstep first. This is true of Volkswagen
do Brasil, especially in terms of environmental protection.
The Sustainable Life Programme is dedicated to its own workforce.

more carefully. “Another thing which

Theatre helps motivate children
to protect the environment

should not be forgotten is the Green
Book, with graphic presentation on how
to protect natural resources in our day to
day activities,” reflects Daré.

H

do Brasil. Members of Volkswagen’s Brazilian
ave you ever thought about planting a tree?”

She is one of many environment trainers working on

workforce were all given a pocket-book sized en

After giving the last group of visitors for the day a

asks Ana Rosa looking into the questioning

behalf of Volkswagen do Brasil to encourage employ

vironment brochure covering all aspects of life. “It

few more tips about building houses with recycled

ees to gain an improved ecological balance.

points out the Millennium Development Goals of

timber, Ana Rosa sums things up positively: “Ini

faces of Volkswagen employees at the Anchieta plant.
“No? Well you should, because trees give shade and

Following on from its great success in South Africa, where it helped 45,000 children, the Global
Works Council is intensifying its social engagement in the run-up to the 2014 Football World
Cup in Brazil. Under the tagline “A chance to play
– direito de brincar”, the council is joining forces
with the children’s relief organisation “terre des
hommes” to help fight child poverty. The objective
is to bring the country’s existential problems into
focus when the football circus arrives. “We want
to work together to ensure that the international
solidarity of Volkswagen’s workforce also helps
here. It is our objectivein Brazil to raise around one
million Euro for the ‘A chance to play’ relief project
for children and juveniles,” explains Michael Riffel,
general secretary of the Volkswagen Global Works
Council. A first major fund raising campaign by the
Volkswagen workforce and a benefit game for the
project have already taken place.

the United Nations and how each of us can help to

tially, some of my colleagues probably thought we

help keep your homes cool. Your ecological footprint

Ana Rosa’s client is Ciro Daré, one of many passion

achieve those goals. It also has tips on sustainable

were some kind of eco-fanatics. But in the mean

will also shrink.” Ana Rosa has a fairly unusual job.

ately committed to the subject of sustainability at the

consumption,” he reports.

time we see ourselves more as environmental mis

exemplary Brazilian enterprise. In the process, he

Green oasis in Central Brazil:
Volkswagendo Brasil has been engaged
for many years in environmental education, so that natural treasures are there
for future generations

A play for children is also part of the Sustainable

recently a colleague told me about his new solar

force. “We have various environmental protection

Life Programme. The play is performed at Sao

cells. They have made not only him happy.”

projects which work extremely well. But what does
that all matter if we people cannot rethink our hab
1

2

needs of the natural world,” is how Daré explains the
philosophy behind the engagement and adds that
they want to set a good example and do so by starting
with their own employees.
1 Volkswagen do Brasil generates
eco-power on the Sapucai

One of the results is the Sustainable Life Programme:

2 Well building contributes to
regional development

it is organised by Volkswagen Brazil and gives Ana
Rosa meaningful work. The trick is that she and

3 “Volkswagen in the
community”: Volkswagen staff are
also active voluntarily in Brazil

her colleagues do not pass on their environmental
knowledge to factory staff in their seminar rooms
but in environmental buildings created specifically
for the purpose. “Our environmental houses are
made of recycled and reused materials. In addition
we exhibit popular consumer goods in Brazil and
show participants how to dispose of them properly,”
explains Ana Rosa. One of the key aspects of staff
training is the careful use of electrical power and
water. One thing considered especially important
by the environment coaches is explaining everything
very clearly, so that everyone has something they can
take back to their own homes.

Sugarloaf Mountain, Rio de Janiero

sionaries – the response has been so positive. Only

and his team have focused in particular on the work

its? We can all take much more consideration of the

Companies and brands:
MAN SE, Scania AB
Production sites:	Resende, São Paulo,
Anchieta, Curitiba,
Taubaté
Employees:
23,441
Products: 	cars, motors,
components
Deliveries:
704,706

4 The environment house on the
factory grounds is used to provide
staff with eco coaching

3
4

HydroelectricITY
The Sapucaí is a tributary of the Rio Grande in the
northeast of the Brazilian federal state of Sao Paulo.
It is a river in trouble, and the people living by the
river are suffering along with it. Agricultural runoff, sewage and waste pollute the river: the flora
and fauna along its course are suffering the consequences of deforestation and soil contamination.
Volkswagen do Brasil identified these problems in
2008 and invested in a hydroelectric power station
on the Sapucaí. The reasons are straightforward:
in addition to power, the station is also a project
to help improve the ecological and social situation
in the locality. Whether by way of reforestation,
conservation of flora and fauna or the training of
the local workforce – sustainability is always the
top priority. Success is also an incentive: in October
2010 work started on the construction of a second
hydro-power plant on the Sapucaí.

Regional development
Volkswagen do Brasil joined forces with the relief
organisation Misereor and local NGOs in 2004 to
provide relief in areas with poor quality water supplies by building water pumps. By 2011 some 450 of
these long-lasting, low maintenance systems had
been installed, supplying water to approx. 750,000
people. The project is based on experience gained
from development work in Africa, where the installation of water pumps has proved to be a valuable
contribution to regional development.
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Pacheco

dney – AUSTRALIA 33° 51' S, 151° 12' E | NAGOYA – JAPAN 35° 10' N, 136° 55' E | SHANGHAI – CHINA 31° 14' N, 121° 29' E | PUNE – India 18° 31' N, 73° 51' E | NETANJA – ISRAEL 32° 20' N, 34° 51' E | GEBZE – TURKEY 40° 48' N, 29° 26' E | KALUGA – RUSSIA 54° 32' N, 36° 16' E | STOCKHOLM – SWEDEN 59° 20' N, 18° 03' E | GYÖR – HUNGARY 47° 41' N, 17° 38' E |

BRATISLAVA – SLOVAKIA 48° 09' N, 17° 09' E | Poznań– POLAND 52° 24' N, 16° 55' E | MladÁ Boleslav – Czech Republic 50° 25' N, 14° 54' E | BOLOGNA – ITALY 44° 30' N, 11° 21' E | THEIKENMEER – GERMANY NORTH 52° 50' N, 7° 37' E | Ingolstadt – GERMANY SOUTH 48° 45' N, 11° 25' E | BARCELONA – SPAIN 41° 24' N, 02° 10' E | CREWE – GREAT BRITAIN 53° 04'
| JOHANNESBURG – SOUTH AFRICA 26° 12' s, 28° 04' E | ANDÉRAMBOUKANE – Mali 15° 25' N, 03° 01' E | ANTARTICA 71° 57' S, 23° 21' E | ANCHIETA – BRAZIL 23° 41'
02° 27' w | | PALMELA – PORTUGAL 38° 34' N, 08° 54' w | ADDIS ABEBA – ETHIOPIA 09° 01' N, 38° 45' E |

Pacheco – Argentina 32° 57' S, 60° 40' W

46° 32' W | PACHECO – ARGENTINA 32° 57' S, 60° 40' E | BONAIRE – LESSER ANTILLES 12° 11' N, 68° 16' E | MORROCOY PARK – VENEZUELA 10° 51' N, 68° 18' W | Chattanooga – USA east 35° 02' N, 85° 18' W | PUEBLA – MEXICO 19° 03' N, 98° 13' W | PALO ALTO – USA West 37° 26' N, 122° 08' W | Sydney – AUSTRALIA 33° 51' S, 151° 12' E | NAGOYA – JAPAN
° 10’ N, 136° 55' E | SHANGHAI – CHINA 31° 14' N, 121° 29' E | PUNE – India 18° 31' N, 73° 51' E | NETANJA – ISRAEL 32° 20' N, 34° 51' E | GEBZE – TURKEY 40° 48' N, 29° 26' E | KALUGA – RUSSIA 54° 32' N, 36° 16' E | STOCKHOLM – SWEDEN 59° 20' N, 18° 03' | GYÖR – HUNGARY 47° 41' N, 17° 38' E | BRATISLAVA – SLOVAKIA 48° 09' N, 17° 09' E | Poznań – POLAND
° 24' N, 16° 55' E | MladÁ Boleslav – Czech Republic 50° 25' N, 14° 54' E | BOLOGNA – ITALY 44° 30' N, 11° 21' E | THEIKENMEER – GERMANY NORTH 52° 50' N, 7° 37' E | Ingolstadt – GERMANY SOUTH 48° 45' N, 11° 25' E | BARCELONA – SPAIN 41° 24' N, 02° 10' E | CREWE – GREAT BRITAIN 53° 04' N, 02° 27' w | PALMELA – PORTUGAL 38° 34' N, 08° 54' w

Argentina
Volkswagen Argentina

Good neighbours in Pacheco

1

Companies and brands:
Location:

Scania AB
Tucumán, Cordoba,
Pacheco
Employees:
7069
Products: 	cars, motors,
components
Deliveries:
178,170

2

Not everyone in Argentina is doing as well as those who work for Volkswagen.
Volkswagen employees are trying to change that. Their engagement ranges from clothes
donations to furniture building.

T

he Volkswagen family. This phrase is heard fre

pioneers, can still hardly believe how four tonnes of

quently by all those who talk with Volkswagen

clothing were collected and distributed within just a

The three-year Plan Dual programme is similar to

employees. And because a family is there for its

few days. “Games and school materials for local kin

the system implemented in training workshops.

members and also those of other families, the work

dergartens were also donated. So much that we were

force of Volkswagen Argentina created the Grupo

able to distribute gifts far afield from Pacheco.”

PLAN DUAL 

An agreement was reached with technical training centres in the vicinity of the Cordoba and
Pacheco plants. Every year 10 school children attend schools for their theoretical training and
visit modern teaching workshops operated by the

de Voluntarios – The Volunteers. What has hap

ing from Volkswagen personnel. The programme
is a great success: All approx. 300 graduates have
found a job, 90 per cent of the school leavers actually stay on at VolkswagenArgentina.

2 Concentrating for the community: a Volkswagen
Argentina volunteer at work

There is a lack of almost everything. Which explains why

pened since is enough to make every member of the

Volkswagen Argentina has many hands willing to

in the voluntary projects, men and women invest their

Volkswagenfamily proud.

help. The company supports these initiatives wher

free time to turning wood and timber left over from

ever it can. The employees’ know-how in combina

production into pieces of furniture. In 2010 more than

When the Voluntarios asked for clothing donations for

tion with the logistics options available to a major

2,000 chairs, benches and tables were given to kinder

those in need, employees of the Pacheco plant virtu

company creates the ideal platform for helping the

gartens and primary schools in the region. There are

ally gave the shirts off their backs. Daniel Barionuevo,

needy to great effect. Unhappily, many people are in

also volunteer days during which Volkswagen staff help

Volkswagen employee and one of the programme’s

distress in Argentina.

out in the schools of Pacheco by repairing and painting

Volkswagen plants to receive their practical train-

blackboards and other fixtures and fittings.

Global Compact
Volkswagen was one of the first business enterprises

And those who can’t donate time often give money.

in Argentina to sign the United Nations Global Com-

Similar to the “One hour for the future” scheme, a

pact. Every year the company reports on advances

relief programme organised on the initiative of the

made pursuant to the 10 principles agreed to assure

Global Works Council, a large portion of the work

human rights, fight corruption and improve social

force donates a portion of their monthly wages or

and environmentally oriented issues. Volkswagen

they take on the responsibility of sponsoring needy

Argentina has now been elected into the steering
committees of the network in Argentina.

“Those who can’t donate
time often give money”

Road safety
“Juegoteca Volkswagen de Seguridad Vial” is the

name of the road traffic education project organ-

children throughout the year. Day centres receive

ised by Volkswagen Argentina. The results are

impressive: some 100,000 children in and around

food donations, school children learning materials

the Cordoba and Pacheco plants have learned

or small gifts. “Our vision is that these children then

the basics of road behaviour in school thanks to

reappear in the Plan Dual and become themselves

Volkswagen sponsorship. Since 2010, a digital ver-

members of the Volkswagen family,” is Daniel Bari

sion of the games has been available in the web.

onuevo’s sum-up of the idea.
Many schools have deficits. Volkswagen Argentina employees
collect clothes, food and furniture to help mitigate the need

Argentina‘s
varied scenery

1 Investment in the future: Volkswagen promotes
housing projects

“CSR is and remains an integral component
of our corporate philosophy”
Dr. Klima*, why is Volkswagen Argentina actively
involved in the Global Compact?
Because the Global Compact represents a first class
platform for education and dialogue and is probably
the best method to manage a company according to
international standards without losing the necessary degrees of freedom required to solve regional
problems. The social security system in Argentina is
in no way near the level of those in Europe – consequently we make the main focus of our activities
that of social engagement.
How is this engagement perceived?
It is always difficult to identify to what extent CSR
characterises the image of an enterprise. But for us
it is not merely about our image. We are constantly
on the lookout for win-win relations, in particular in
the educational sector. If we want to demand well
trained specialists, we have to do something to that
end. Our programmes concentrate on education in
all age groups with a focus on technical training.
Moreover, the social engagement of our group of
volunteers, which the company only provides with
support, is an incredible motivation factor which
also significantly strengthens co-operation and
bonding within the company.
The environmental protection efforts of Volkswagen 
in Argentina could be expanded, isn’t that true?
Yes, I have to agree with that, even though we have
made it our target to have a process of continuous
improvement, also in the environmental sector. We

are active in all product-related activities within the
Group, in particular those
designed to minimise pollution, and try to adapt
these everywhere to local
circumstances. The same applies to our programmes
to minimise energy and water consumption. Sometimes our social and ecological projects are complementary: when we use a portion of the revenue from
recycling for children’s hospitals, the willingness of
people to sort their waste rises dramatically.
Volkswagen Argentina has long been the country’s
market leader. Which goals remain?
We intend to both consolidate and extend our position as No. 1 in Argentina’s car industry. That is
our main goal. However, we want to be not only
the most successful company in our industry in
economic terms but also to be recognised as a company with a social conscience. We know that our
CSR programmes will only then be durable and able
to withstand a crisis if they have a robust relationship with the company’s core activities. CSR is and
remains an integral component of our corporate
philosophy.

*Dr. Victor Klima, former Austrian chancellor and
president of Volkswagen Argentina from 2007 to 2012.
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| JOHANNESBURG – SOUTH AFRICA 26° 12' s, 28° 04' E | ANDÉRAMBOUKANE – Mali 15° 25' N, 03° 01' E | ANTARTICA 71° 57' S, 23° 21' E | ANCHIETA – BRAZIL 23° 41' S,
|PALMELA – PORTUGAL 38° 34' N, 08° 54' w | ADDIS ABEBA – ETHIOPIA 09° 01' N, 38° 45' E |

Bonaire – Lesser Antilles 12° 11' N, 68° 16' W

6° 32' W | PACHECO – ARGENTINA 32° 57' S, 60° 40' E | BONAIRE – LESSER ANTILLES 12° 11' N, 68° 16' E | MORROCOY PARK – VENEZUELA 10° 51' N, 68° 18' W | Chattanooga – USA east 35° 02' N, 85° 18' W | PUEBLA – MEXICO 19° 03' N, 98° 13' W | PALO ALTO – USA West 37° 26' N, 122° 08' W | Sydney – AUSTRALIA 33° 51' S, 151° 12' E | NAGOYA – JAPAN 35°
’ N, 136° 55' E | SHANGHAI – CHINA 31° 14' N, 121° 29' E | PUNE – India 18° 31' N, 73° 51' E | NETANJA – ISRAEL 32° 20' N, 34° 51' E | GEBZE – TURKEY 40° 48' N, 29° 26' E | KALUGA – RUSSIA 54° 32' N, 36° 16' E | STOCKHOLM – SWEDEN 59° 20' N, 18° 03' | GYÖR – HUNGARY 47° 41' N, 17° 38' E | BRATISLAVA – SLOVAKIA 48° 09' N, 17° 09' E | Poznań – POLAND
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MAN Diesel & Turbo

Energy transition on
island paradise

MAN even regards the Caribbean power station as

and the low CO2 emissions of the diesel engines.

an answer to the challenges of the energy transition

The rechargeable batteries at the power station

in Europe. According to Dommermuth, renewable
energy sources could al

The Caribbean island of Bonaire is committed to ecological tourism.
MAN is helping make this story of success sustainable by supplying electricity:
from the largest wind-diesel power station in the world.

A

The manager is also proud of the high efficiency

MAN also regards the Caribbean power
station as a response to the challenges of
Europe’s energy transition

ready be complemented
with diesel or gas powered
back-up stations, making
them base load capable.
The model power station is

are actually able to cover breaks in the wind of up

just one expression of the island’s ecological policies.

to two minutes without the diesel station having to

While mass tourism and environmental pollution

go into action, says Dommermuth.

have already robbed many Caribbean archipelagos

Kralendijk - the capital
of Bonaire

nyone who sees the twisted tops of the divi divi

The clever part about this showpiece project: When

in the diesel generator station jump into action to

trees can tell from far away that Bonaire is a

the wind is strong, twelve approximately 55 metre

secure the supply. The switch-over is an extremely

The next phase of the Caribbean energy transition

away angler and trumpet fish, Bonaire is committed

Caribbean island which has not only good clean air

high wind turbines generate power for the island’s

simple operation, explains Carsten Dommermuth,

is already being planned. In the future, the diesel

to ecotourism in order to harmonise the island’s key

but plenty of wind to boot. This advantage is being

15,000 inhabitants and, depending on the season,

manager of MAN Diesel & Turbo: “Compared with

units will be fuelled with algae oil. In this fashion

economic pillar with the needs of nature.

exploited by the islanders who, together with the

up to 50,000 tourists. When there is no wind, or it’s

steam turbines, diesel motors have the advantage of

the island administration, based in the capital city

Bavarian MAN company, have built the largest wind-

stormy, or energy demand peaks above the capac

an extremely short start-up time, and are basically

of Kralendiyk (coral dyke), hopes to save an addi

It is in this spirit that the white sands and the tur

living, natural paradise – with coral reefs, turtles

diesel power station in the world.

ity of the wind turbines, the efficient MAN engines

available immediately at the touch of a button.”

tional and impressive 70,000 tonnes CO2.

quoise seas provide not only a dream backdrop for

and parrot fish.

1

MAN has not only solved Bonaire’s energy problems. As a founder member of
the “Green Ship of the Future” initiative, the longestablished company joined forces in 2008 with
shipping lines, suppliers and universities to help
conserve the environment of the high seas. Ships
such as the Maersk Alexander have a flue gas recirculation system plus additional waste gas scrubbers
to reduce NOx emissions and cut the sulphur dioxide fraction of waste gases by 95 per cent.

Slow boat to CHINA
The rediscovery of slowness has opened up previously undreamt-of fuel-saving possibilities on the
world’s oceans. Normally ships forge ahead at a
speed of 26 knots. Throttling back to 18 knots,
known as slow steaming, has the effect of reducing
consumption by almost half. For the trip between
Hamburg and Shanghai this represents a saving of
around 2,500 tonnes of fuel. MAN converts ships
to slow steaming with specially developed engines,
turbochargers and kits.

divers and wind surfers, the environment is also a

Diesel power backed by the wind: the world’s largest wind-diesel power
station recently started supplying the idyllic Caribbean island of Bonaire
with environmentally-friendly power. MAN Diesel & Turbo engines provide
backup when the wind park is idle because of lack of wind or storms.

2

Saving fuel at sea

of their natural beauty, destroying reefs and driving

Wind park
Network

Control room
Diesel power plant

3

1 Wind turbine on Bonaire:
centrepiece of the world’s largest
wind-dieselpower station
2 Storm-tossed coastal vegetation:
Bonaire, Caribbean dream island
3 Caribbean underwater world:
a paradise for divers from all corners
of the globe

Battery plant

Substation

Emergency plant

Consumers
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Morrocoy Park – Venezuela 10° 51' N, 68° 18' W
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VAS Venezuela

1

Disabled sport

As part of the programme to promote sports for
the disabled, Volkswagen Venezuela is engaged in
the football tournament at the Special Olympics
Venezuela, a key South American competition for
young footballers with disabilities. The car importer
thought of everything, including thermos flasks,
footballs and tracksuits, to help the young athletes
prepare themselves fully for the America’s Cup, the
football highlight for handicapped players. Everything including four transporters for the team and
their support staff.

Biodiversity
A presentation by Al Gore about species and climate
protection motivated volunteers at Volkswagen
Venezuela to take up the cause of protecting biodiversity in Casupo Park near the Venezuelan city
of Valencia. Jointly with the Asocasupo nature protection organisation, Volkswagen employees have
already planted more than 6,000 trees in Casupo
Park, where forest fires often flare up. The new trees
are an attempt to refill clearings left by the fires and
prevent erosion damaging the park.

Sales experts at work
in Mangrove forests
Doing good, voluntarily: that is a popular pastime at Volkswagen
importer VAS Venezuela. You only have to shout “Environment day”
and everyone stands up to help stop a national park disappear
under a sea of waste.

Location:
Employees:

2

Valencia
approx. 100

Venezuela, place of giant waterfalls

3

don’t know that,” warns Dinora Gonzáles. Monica
Ramirez also looks back with mixed feelings to the
work in the park. “It’s incredible what people throw

I

’ts paradise, almost more beautiful than in the

Venezuelan weekenders are themselves quite capa

holiday brochures: Morrocoy Park. Clear, blue

ble of producing mountains of rubbish and endan

waters, islands with white sandy beaches, numer

1 The beach is also clean:

good news for the national park
administration
2 Mangrove forests are
considered one of the most
productive ecosystems on earth

gering a unique natural environment.

ous bays and coral reefs along the coast. This natu
ral idyll, located to the west of Caracas, is not only

VAS Venezuela, the country’s Volkswagen importer,

popular amongst divers exploring the underwater

took that as reason enough to join forces with In

world of the Caribbean.

parques, the special programme of Morrocoy Na

3 Good vibrations: VAS staffers

are a harmonious team

bish and waste. The two organisations created an

kind of mass tourism typical of Europe and the USA,

environment day. “Something just had to happen,”

ordinator of the voluntary project, pointing to a pho
to which shows some colleagues pulling an oil can
out of the shallow water. But they did not let it ruin
their high spirits. “We felt like crying, but we are a
well-tested team. Music is important, that keeps you
motivated,” says the young manager.

tional Park, to get to grips with the problem of rub
Although the park has not yet been subjected to the

away in a natural paradise,” says the experienced co-

The volunteers from Volkswagen Venezuela have
often put their strength to work for a good cause –
like cleaning beaches on the island of San Esteban
and planting trees in Casupo Park near Valencia
says Inparques’ Dinora Gonzáles about the unique

Several dozen sales experts divided up into groups

(see box opposite). “We really do enjoy it a lot,” ex

rubbish collection campaign. “Volkswagen’s help

and combed through the park armed with refuse

plains Ramirez. “When I told my friends about it,

came at just the right time.”

bags and tongs, cleaning mangroves in a park which,

they thought I was mad. But if we don’t start to do

as Dinora Gonzáles is very

something, maybe we can only show our children

much aware, deserves special

photos of how beautiful our country once was.”

“Without the helping hands of VAS

Venezuela, most of the rubbish would
still be there in the mangroves”
Without the contribution of its employees, the VAS

protection. “It is the mangrove
swamps which are of existen

3.3 tonnes of glass and plastic bottles, plastic bags,

tial importance for coastal

metal, aluminium cans and a variety of plastic

protection. They form a natu

chairs were all packed into green sacks by the end

ral barrier and at the same

of the day, reports Gonzáles. “Without the helping

time act as a water filter for the park as a whole.”

Venezuela engagement would have been unthink

Volunteers help protect nature: staff of
Venezuelan Volkswagen importer VAS

hands of VAS Venezuela, most of the rubbish would
still be there in the mangroves,” she says and prais

able. The staff got together many years ago to create

The more the condition of the mangroves dete

es the commitment of the Volkswagen employees.

a voluntary but powerful team, ready to do some

riorates, the more soil erosion advances along the

“I would, of course, much prefer it if they didn’t

thing for a good cause. It was with this sense of en

coast. “Floods are often the result, and they also en

have to come anymore, but for that we would have

thusiasm that the Volkswagen volunteers got down

danger the equilibrium of the entire ecosystem of

to have more people with the same attitude to the

to business in the national park.

corals and salt water plants. But, unhappily, people

environment as the VAS staff.”
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Chattanooga – USA East 35° 02' N, 85° 18' W
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Artists with handicaps
face many difficulties
when trying to enter
the cultural establishment. Volkswagen of
America wants to help
as many disabled persons as possible to
study art and is co-operating with the International Organization
on Arts and Disability.
Work by Daniel Forsythe
Every year an art prize is – an artist with
awarded to young per- Down’s syndrome
sons with disabilities.
The co-operation is complementary to diversity
management, which has long been a matter of
course at Volkswagen of America.

SitSafe programme
In the USA, three of four children are incorrectly
belted into their car seat – that can have fatal
consequences in an emergency. Volkswagen of
America has started its own SitSafe Programme.
The National Highway Safety Administration visits
Volkswagen’s dealerships from Seattle to Miami,
training service staff in how to use child safety
seats and safety belts correctly.

Very busy on
the eastern front
The Chattanooga plant, one of the most world’s most environmentallyfriendly car factories, is proof of how seriously Volkswagen takes the
subject of sustainability. “Green from the Start” was the ambitious target.

M

Production sites:
Employees:
Products:
Deliveries:

1

Chattanooga
1981
cars
444,331

3

1 Friendly reception: The new factory
in Tennessee welcomes its visitors

Choo choo is onomatopoeic - the sound a steam en

bone case under his arm, wanders through

gine makes when it’s steaming along. No real train is

Pennsylvania station. The prettiest station in Manhat

called that, not even in the US. There are in fact many

tan in 1941. “Excuse me”, he asks the shoeshine, point

reasons for thinking that the train from New York to

ing to a train, “is that the Chattanooga Choo Choo?”

Chattanooga never ever existed. But whether it’s fic

“Yes sir!” he says, “Track 29!” and because the answer

tion or not, the Glenn Miller song, which earned him

was quick and he has some cash handy, the happy

the first gold record in the history of music, is some

part of this development and establish a foothold in

car plant itself doesn’t need the entire surface area

Mr Miller even has his shoes cleaned. A final shine in

thing about which the 200,000 inhabitants of the in

Chattanooga was not difficult.

for its works halls, other areas have been replanted

memory of his distant loved one…

dustrial city on the banks of the Tennessee River are

2 Body work: staff training at the

Volkswagen Academy

3 May the force be with you: official

opening of the Chattanooga plant with
mini Darth Vader

and returned to the local flora and fauna.

Co-operation in education
Volkswagen Group of America (VWoA) has been
active since 2008 in the educational sector. Under
the slogan Partners in Education, the company is
investing in the next generation of engineers and
is proud to co-operate with not only leading universities but also schools and research organisations in the states of Virginia and Tennessee. The
promotion spectrum ranges from scholarships
over workshops through to joint research projects –
investing in the future.

proud. 70 years on, Volkswagen is now in the process

Hans-Günther Dymek is not a very excitable kind

of moving the town’s history forward. With one of the

of person, after all, as a geologist with Volkswagen

“But that’s just the start,” emphasises Tobias Schmed

most environmentally-friendly factories in the history

for many years, he has accompanied many new

ding, environmental manager in the new US plant

also aspects about which the environment manager

of car making, built under the tagline “Green from the

plant constructions, e.g. in China, India, Mexico.

and one of Dymek’s colleagues. The production robots

could speak at great length. It was only logical that at

Start”. One which benefitted from the environmental

But Chattanooga, he says, that was definitely some

are driven by state-of-the-art electric motors, which,

the end of 2011 the plant was bestowed with the pres

compared with conventional

tigious Leadership in Energy and Environmental

motors, save enough electric

Designaward by the US Green Building Council.

know-how amassed by a global group.
Chattanooga and Volkswagen are two words which
go together well. Long before the company an
nounced the construction of the plant, the city fa

The list of environmental measures at
the Chattanooga site is almost endless

thers had been carefully following the plans to turn
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Sunrise over the
Smokey Mountains

r Miller, dressed in hat and trench coat, trom

Green from the Start: The Group’s entire environmental know-how
went into the planning of Volkswagen’s Chattanooga plant

– East –

Volkswagen Group of America

2

Art and culture

Chattanooga

ity to supply 750 households
per year. And so that no light

The people of Hamilton County Courthouse in Chat

ever burns unnecessarily,

tanooga are proud. Obviously, first of all of Glenn

all lights throughout the fac

Miller and the Chattanooga Choo Choo. Mayor

Chattanooga, the town which at the end of the 60s

thing special. Long before building work proper

tory are controlled using motion detectors. The plant

Claude Ramsey is also happy that Volkswagen is a

was infamous for having the dirtiest air in the USA,

starts at a new location, Dymek is there to analyse

uses innovative diode disc lasers in production, which

partner which lives and breathes the subject of sus

into a pioneer of environmental protection. At that

the terrain and identify any existing legacies or

also help produce major savings; a novel primer coat

tainability, a stance adopted by himself and his peo

time people smiled and dismissed the plans as ridic

environmental damage. “The factory was built on

ing helps reduce CO2 emissions in the paint shop by

ple. “The environment played a decisive role during

ulous, whereas today the city tops many quality of life

the grounds of a former munitions production site.

20 per cent and more than one million litres of rain

the building of the Volkswagen factory in Hamilton

rankings. The whole city has breathed a sigh of relief.

Boreholes and water samples indicated that many

water are also collected per annum: Mr Schmedding’s

County. I quickly realised that Volkswagen, along

Parks, a free electric bus service, the renaturalisa

parts of the lot were contaminated. That was com

list of environmental measures is almost endless.

every step of the joint planning path, always kept the

tion of the Tennessee River. Just a few examples. For

pletely new ground even for us,” reports the expert.

Volkswagen Group, which considers the subject of

A lot of time and money were invested in replacing

Recycling, waste separation, intelligent and therefore

ga has one more genuine attraction, in addition to

sustainability a key priority, the decision to become

the soil in many parts of the grounds. Because the

energy-efficient air conditioning systems: these are

Glenn Miller’s fictional Choo Choo.

ecological dimension in focus.” And now Chattanoo
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Mexico
Puebla

Volkswagen de México

“Por amor al planeta” –
Fresh greenery at Popocatépetl
Volkswagen is planting 420,000 trees in the headwater catchment
of the Rio Atoyac - helping secure regional water supplies.
Fighting corruption
A new anti-corruption system at Volkswagen
Mexico has been in place since 2006: it provides
clear rules and regulations to avoid any conflicts
of interest and corruption. Volkswagen Mexico
also participates in the group-wide Volkswagen
ombudsman system. Supported by a multi-lingual information hotline, two respected attorneys-at-law are available on call to act as neutral
ombudsmen. All employees and business partners
have the right to contact the ombudsmen if they
find any signs of corruption.

Disaster relief
Mexico is a country often hit by natural disasters.
Volkswagen Mexico employees help their fellow
citizens who have lost house and home because of
hurricanes, volcanic eruptions or mudslides. Since
2008 this disaster relief is organised via the “A day
for the future” programme. The initiative was recently able to reconstruct a school in Tabasco destroyed by flooding.

T

Production sites:
Puebla, Querétaro
Employees:
13,937
Products: 	cars, motors,
components
Deliveries:
153,016

Trees and specially excavated percolation trenches
at elevations of up to 4000 metres help catch rainfall

The pyramids
of Chichén
Itzá

tecting the environment, this chronic water short
age was simply unacceptable over the long term.
Volkswagende Mexico CEO Andreas Hinrichs is
sued an appeal: “We all, the government, civil society

he city of city has a population of two million

and businesses, have an obligation to find ways and

and a correspondingly high demand for water.

means to prevent the destruction of our planet.”

Fighting child poverty

Add to this the water requirements of the subsidiar
ies of international enterprises located in the region,

The company therefore joined forces with environ

some 150 kilometres from the national capital of

ment specialists of the Comision Nacional de Areas

Mexico City. One such enterprise is the Volkswagen

Naturales Protegidas (CONANP) and the Free Uni

de Mexico car plant. People and businesses in the

versity of Mexico City (UNAM) to analyse the entire

region depend for the most part on groundwater

regional groundwater situation. The study conclud

drawn from the base of the volcanoes and the lower

ed that regeneration of groundwater in the valley

The task at hand was then to solve the lack of water by

imal species. As an additional plus, jobs are creat

plains of the Atoyac. Today, however, many wells only

depends to a large extent upon having functioning

dealing with the root causes – which in effect meant

ed for the local population. Volkswagen de Mexico

produce brackish water. Evermore frequently wells,

ecosystems on the volcanic slopes of Popocatélpetl

reforesting the slopes between the Popo and Izta

helped fund the project during the first two years

also those supplying the Volkswagen plant, have been

and Iztaccíhuatl.

volcanoes, where the headwaters of the Rio Atoyac

to the tune of USD 430,000, with the intention of

form. The project has been ongoing since 2008.

continuing to support the care and maintenance of

In the initial phase 200,000 Mexican pines were

the reforested areas.

shut down because of high levels of contamination.
For organisations such as Volkswagen, which has

planted over an area of approx. 3 square kilometres

set itself the related goals of sustainability and pro

at elevations of up to 4000 metres. A further 100,000

Another aspect is to raise the level of public aware

trees were planted from early September 2009 on

ness of the complex links between ecosystems and

wards. In order to stabilise the steeply sloping ter

groundwater formation. To this end, an agree

rain, some 21,000 trenches were excavated and ap

ment with the Mexican minister of education ar

proximately 100 larger dykes built up. The trenches

ranges for school classes to visit the reforested

and dykes help catch the rainfall, allowing the water

areas and the creation of educational trails with

to percolate and infiltrate down to deeper lying stra

information boards, while factory employees have

ta. “We calculated that more than 1,500,000 cubic

been selected and trained to act as mentors of re

metres of water are added every year in this way into

naturalisation.

PARTNERS for reforestation
Volkswagen Mexico is
not the only organisation
involved in the reforestation of the IztachícuatlPopocatélpetl National
Park. No less than 39 suppliers have joined forces
and invested USD 200,000 in the reforestation of
an additional 200 hectares. The engagement of
Volkswagen partners will help 900,000 cubic metres to percolate every year.

the groundwater of the headwater catchment,” says
Volkswagen project planner and environmental of

Volkswagen has placed all water and nature pro

ficer Raúl Rodrígez Sánchez. A great deal more wa

jects under the motto “Por Amor al Planeta - for

ter than the annual need of Volkswagen de Mexico.

the love of the planet”. The aspirations are not too
high: in the whole of Mexico there is no larger pri

High above Puebla Volkswagen is planting trees
and helping the city improve its water supply

Over the longer term, the new biomass will also

vate sponsor of scientific research into nature pro

help bind CO2 and improve the habitats of local an

tection areas than Volkswagen.

Since 2002 “A day for the future” has been the
slogan under which Volkswagen de Mexico employees have been helping children in poverty
around the Puebla plant. Many of the staff donate
the wages from one day of work to sponsor many
community organisations. The donation of each
and every Volkswagen staff member is doubled up
by the company. A foundation (Fundacion Comunitaria Puebla) was created specifically to administer
the monies and ensure it goes to help the poorest
of the poor. The foundation organises an annual
procedure to select only those projects which help
the needy directly and sustainably.

Mobile global climate conference
The UN Global Climate Change Conference
(COP16) took place in December 2010 in Cancun/
Mexico. Volkswagen de Mexico participated as
main sponsor. The car manufacturer provided information about its sustainability concept “Ideas
que nos mueven” (Ideas which move us) and garnered much praise. Recognition was also awarded
to the particularly fuel-efficient Volkswagen fleet
provided for conference transportation.
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Palo Alto

Palo Alto – USA WEST 37° 26' N, 122° 08' W

2

Location:
Employees:

to identify other traffic on the road and reach its desti

1 Impressed: German chancellor

nation autonomously. And there is also the research

Angela Merkel visits VAIL

team itself; a group which speaks twelve languages,

Palo Alto
less than 100

Golden Gate Bridge
at dusk

2 Golf Blue-e-Motion turns into
a globetrotter: start of a 20-car test fleet
in California

made up of 150 engineers from 14 different countries.
The most prestigious task of Huhnke’s Californian

I
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Volkswagen Group of America

1

Volkswagen intends to lead in electric cars. In Silicon Valley an
internationalteam of scientists is already one step ahead, researching
alternative battery concepts, such as the 18650 cell.

64
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The dream of the 18650 cell

USA

think tank is to level Volkswagen’s way to become mar
n the shadow of the metropolis of San Francisco

Volkswageninto the forefront in terms of electromo

ket leader in electric cars. A project which at the very

Silicon Valley has always been a place where vi

bility. The ultimate goal: zero emissions.

least is a declaration of faith in sustainability.

Hewlett Packard and Google tell a story of inventions

Dr. Burkhard Huhnke is the head of ERL. He could

“ERL is part of Volkswagen’s global research and

which have forever changed the lives of millions the

recite a long list of superlatives. For example, the

pre-development network, investigating various

world over. Often the seminal business idea was

VolkswagenAutomotive

Laboratory

storage concepts. In the case of lithium-ion tech

developed in a garage. In 1998 Volkswagen estab

(VAIL), a USD 5.75 million investment located at the

nology, the competition is between in-house battery

lished its very own “garage” in this Mecca of ideas.

Stanford campus, as ERL’s academic outpost. And

cell developments and those consumer cells better

The garage goes under the name Electronics Re

there is also a driverless Passat, modified by ERL and

known from notebooks and other devices – which

search Laboratory or ERL and has the goal of moving

Stanford University, called Junior, which uses sensors

are much, much less expensive,” explains Huhnke.

sions have made history. Names like Microsoft,

Innovation

“Here in Silicon Valley we focus our research on the

every customer,” is how Dr. Rudolf Krebs describes

can occur,” explains Huhnke. “That is what makes

the major challenge which above all targets reducing

the research here at ERL into the 18650 cell so im

the cost of expensive batteries.

portant. Because only less expensive batteries will

cause many ERL innovations have proven to be prac

help the electric car to its breakthrough.” Howev

tical in real life – so much so that they are now in

ERL plays a key role, because the consumer cell,

er, the scientists still have to deal with a couple of

stalled in every Volkswagen: in LED headlamps and

with dimensions of 18 mm x 6.50 mm (also lovingly

problems, as Huhnke well knows: “We need more

parking assistants. He swears by the spirit of neigh

referred to as the 18650 cell), has relatively low addi

control electronics than other battery concepts.”

bourliness in Silicon Valley: “Whether the name is

tional costs compared with a conventional combus

Bill Gates, Sergey Brin or Larry Page. The innovative

tion engine, and is therefore a genuine alternative.

As a result, ERL arranges many endurance tests to

force of this place moves the world. And we want to

“In the case of other battery types, additional costs

move the 18650 forwards. Huhnke is confident be

make sure that people move in electric cars.”

consumer cell sector.” In addition to ERL, research
is also taking place in Germany, China and Japan.
Look, no hands: Junior is a Passat Variant
converted by ERL to drive home without a driver

“We are also drawing on co-operation with Toshiba,
Sanyo and universities,” says the experienced engi
neer. A major fraction of the research budget targets
rechargeable battery technologies. And for a very
good reason, reiterates Dr. Rudolf Krebs, Group
manager for electro traction: “In a battery-powered
vehicle, in addition to the electric motor the battery
is the key component – a component which also
requiresthe most optimisation.”
Huhnke’s international team of experts arrived just
at the right time. The research laboratory was es
tablished in 1998 and is a cross-brand facility. Its en
gineers are working on concepts for the Audi e-tron
and the Golf Blue-e-Motion; two pure electric vehi
cles. The Touareg hybrid was quickly followed by the
Jetta hybrid and, just a year later, the e-Up! and the
Golf Blue-e-Motion. “Volkswagen will be the car man

AWARD-winning diversity management
The Volkswagen Group of America is a leader in terms
of diversity management. Machelle Williams, General
Manager Diversity and Organisational Development,
is working to ensure that men and women of many
different religions, origins and beliefs can collaborate
successfully together.

workforce is both accepted and respected in equal fashion, that is where creativity can flourish.

Ms Williams, what does diversity management
mean at Volkswagen Group of America?
Put briefly, respect for greater diversity. Different origins, different lifestyles, different views are after all
not barriers one needs to overcome but are rather a
bubbling source of innovation which supports and
drives our business successes.

How did the corporate diversity strategy
evolve ten years ago?
At the turn of the century many businesses in the
USA realised that the country’s demographic situation would change substantially. Ethnic minorities and
women were advancing, and they disposed over higher
purchasing power. We had to ask ourselves the question
of how we could make Volkswagen Group of America a
more attractive employer and position our brands such
that a culturally diversified target group would feel addressed in its entirety.

In what way?
A corporate culture that welcomes men and women
of whatever origin with open arms creates a climate
of work in which all staff are engaged on a daily basis
and can work creatively. In a company whose diverse

And which measures have you taken?
We have introduced training on diversity competence
throughout the company and established offensive strategies for the integration of women and ethnic minorities in our dealership and supplier network. If that had

not been effective, the Human
Rights Campaign organisation
would hardly have given us
the Fairness at the Workplace
award. In five consecutive years
we have received the highest
possible grade, 100 per cent, in
their corporate equality index.

Machelle Williams

You have also launched a supplier diversity policy and
a supplier diversity initiative. Why was this?
As times have changed, so has the global market become
more complex. Novel business ideas and good relations
with companies of many different types help promote
the development of a sophisticated supplier base. We
increasingly ensure that women and ethnic minorities
are suitably represented in our supply network. We can
also benefit from their innovative viewpoints and ideas.
For example we also participate at many different forums
to promote supplier minorities throughout the country.

ufacturer which makes electric cars affordable for
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germany – south

great britain

You want
to know more?

Thinking of tomorrow,
today, with the Audi
“Urban future” initiative

Environment-friendly:
The Bentley “Green travel” programme

spain

germany – north

Frugal technology: SEAT ecomotive

sweden
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Volkswagen – NABU
fuel saving training courses

russia
Economic revival in Kaluga

Volkswagen’s Fun Theory

Simply use your Smartphone
to scan in the QR code to gain access
to more information.

usa – east
“Green from the start”:
The new plant in Chattanooga

usa – west

china
global

The pulse of research:
The electronics research lab

Most environment-friendly
manufacturer in China

Volkswagen is greening up

mexico
Practical environmental protection
on the Popocatepetl

bonaire

india

Energy transition on an
island paradise using
MAN technology

The Škoda Prize
promotes artists

japan
Volkswagen engages in
Business and
Biodiversity Initiative

brazil
Volkswagen is investing
in renewable energies

poland
Impressive women’s
promotion

argentina
Excellent performer: Volkswagen Argentina
at UN Global Compact

mali
Development aid
in co-operation
with Tamat e.V.

czech republic
israel

Top training at
Škoda Auto University

slovakia

Supporting the
Hadassah-Neurim
youth village

south africa

Inventory of flora and fauna

hungary

Offering people a future:
The Volkswagen Community Trust

“Audi creativity”: How can a car
move without fuel

turkey

australia
Fuel saving tips,
not only for Australia

Volkswagen importer
promotes road safety

ethiopia
MAN promotes car mechanic training
and SOS Children’s Village

antarctica
Volkswagen importer sponsors
the first “zero emission” station
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Help for Children in Distress
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Our performance


… as seen by others

Statements concerning “sustainability” and “responsibility” are omnipresent in the corporate language of
self-expression and image cultivation. It is only recognition by others which allows some degree of differen
tiation. Indexes, ratings and rankings, awards and prizes are a measure of corporate achievement. In the
recent past, Volkswagen has received much external recognition. A brief selection is presented here.

Indexes

Rankings

Volkswagen is a member of:

Oekom Research

Prime Status

	ASPI Advanced Advanced Sustainability

Reputation Institute

Best German Company 2011

Sustainability Asset Management

Gold Class 2012

	Dow Jones Sustainability (DJSI) World Index

Sustainability Asset Management (SAM)

VCD manufacturer assessment 2011/2012

 FTSE4Good

1 place category Environmental Management

DAX 30 Ranking: Rank 3

Performance Index

st

 ECPI Ethical Index Europe

Sunny Future?

 ECPI Ethical Index EMU
 ECPI Ethical Index Global
	Ethibel Sustainability Index (ESI)
Excellence Euro
	Ethibel Sustainability Index (ESI)

Climate change and environmental destruction especially threaten
the livelihoods of children: every second victim of weather-related natural
catastrophes is a child under the age of 15.
Children can develop themselves and a positive outlook for the future in
an intact environment only: terre des hommes helps children in distress all over
the world with projects aimed at protecting their health and the environment.
Please support our work — with your donation!

For further information:
Phone: +49 (0)5 41/71 01-128

Awards
SAM Sustainability Awards 2012

Prize winner

German CSR Prize 2011 and 2010

Prize winner

International German Sponsoring Award 2011	Award in the category public sponsoring
(“Volkswagen and NABU as partners

Excellence Europe

for sustainability”)

	Ethibel Sustainability Index (ESI)
Excellence Global

International German PR award 2011	Gold award in the category

 STOXX® Global ESG Leaders indexes

“Responsible communication and CSR”

 Carbon Disclosure Leadership Index

(“1:0 for Volkswagen. CSR in South Africa”)
ÖkoTrend 2011

11 Car Eco-Certificates for Volkswagen Group

“Freundlicher Arbeitgeber für Mitarbeiter” 2011	Certificate for Volkswagen plant in Poznań/Poland
awarded by the Solidarnosc union
ÖkoGlobe 2011

2nd place for one-litre car Volkswagen XL-1

ÖkoGlobe 2010

Award for environmentally-friendly
fleet programme

LEADER Award 2010 	Award for sustainable technologies and products
World Green Car Award 2010

Award for Volkswagen BlueMotion models

Challenge Bibendum 2011

Three environment awards
for Passat TSI EcoFuel

terre des hommes
Help for Children in Distress
Ruppenkampstrasse 11a
49084 Osnabrueck
Germany

Account for donation 700 800 700
Volksbank Osnabrueck eG
Bank sort code (BLZ) 265 900 25
BIC GENODEF 1OSV
IBAN DE20 2659 0025 0700 8007 00

VCD Environment list 2011, 2010, 2009

First place for Touran TSI 1.4 EcoFuel

VCD Environment list 2011	2nd place in “climate-best” ranking
for Polo BlueMotion
Green Car of the Year 2010

www.tdh.de

Golf BlueMotion
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